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PREFACE 
Two of the primary objectives of the Department of Substance Abuse 
are: 1) setting standards fer substance abuse programs ; and 2) 
helping programs to meet those standards. Because new state 
licensing standards for substance abuse treatment programs also 
contain fiscal management requirements, we hope this manual will 
help programs to implement some of the guidelines suggested by these 
standards. 
This manual comes as a result of the dedication and efforts of IDSA 
Accountant Allen VanderLinden, who has been involved for some time 
in working with local programs in fiscal management procedures . 
Through his efforts, the Iowa Department of Substance Abuse is able 
to add a useful fiscal management tool to the field of substance 
abuse programming . 
A primary reason for producing this manual is to help programs to 
maintain standard accounting systems in accordance with generally 
accepted accounting principles . Secondly, we hope the manual can 
be useful for program managers in making wise fiscal and program-
matic decisions. 
Thirdly, we have designed the manual to be of help for each program 
in maintaining its own accountability. Through the use of the manual, 
programs can develop accounting systems to efficiently report their 
financial status to IDSA and to other funding sources. 
has been designed to give flexibility to pro-
is a guide which we hope programs will adapt to 
By this process , programs can develop fiscal 
Lastly, this manual 
grams using it . It 
their own systems. 
management systems 
funding sources . 
which work both for themselves and for their 
Gary P . Riedmann, Director 
Iowa Department of Substance Abuse 
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Purpose: 
IOWA DEPARTMENT OF SUBSTANCE ABUSE 
P:\OJECT LEVEL ACCOUNTEJG NANUAL 
INTRODUCTION 
The Project Level Accounting Manual (PLAM) is developed 
by the staff of the Iowa Department of Substance Abuse (IDSA) 
for the purpose of providing technical assistance in the area 
of financial management to Iowa substance abuse programs. The 
manual is designed to be used as a guide by the program in es-
tablishing and maintaining a financial management system which 
will (1) provide a meaningful management tool in the operation 
of the program and (2) provide a basis for satisfying require-
ments of funders and regula·tory agencies through adequate 
accountability and proper reporting. 
IDSA Policies and Requirements: 
State and federal substance funds are contracted by the 
Iowa Department of Substance Abuse for use by community based 
substance abuse related programs. These funds are made avail-
able to programs through a contract award to the program based 
on an application submitted and approved by IDSA. Substance 
abuse programs receiving funds through IDSA must meet certain 
accounting requirements as stipulated by the contract and state 
substance abuse licensure standards. Basically, these require-
ments necessitate the program to establish and maintain a stand-
ard accounting system in accordance with generally accepted 
accounting principles. Systems and procedures must be establish-
ed to include appropriate internal controls for all phases of 
the accounting system including planning (budgeting), operations, 
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~nd report~ngl A ~ecord of all funds under contract with IDSA, 
including matching funds when required, must be maintained on a 
"fund accounting" system by line item. Payments made to the pro-
gram by IDSA under contract are based on a "cost reimbursement 
basis." This means that the contract payments are made only as 
a reimbursement of actual budgeted costs previously expended by 
the program. 
Although the procedures outlined in the PLAM do address state 
licensure standards and IDSA contract requirements as they relate 
to fiscal aspects, the procedures are not an itemization of these 
requirements. The PLAM is designed to provide a "model" for a sys-
tem from which programs can tailor a system to meet their particu-
lar needs . The format of schedules and journals are included in 
the plan as examples. They may be duplicated (from the appendix 
section) and utilized as designed or revised to a format which 
would be more useful to the particular program. 
When needed, technical assistance may be requested from the 
IDSA staff in setting up an accounting system or in solving special 
accounting problems. 
Program Accounting Policies: 
Several accounting policies as referred to in the manual must 
be established by the program. These policies should be made pri-
marily to respond to the needs of the program in establishing a 
financial management system which is used as a management tool. 
As a second consideration, the system should be designed to provide 
accountability and reporting requirements for funders. These 
policies will include the foll owing : 
6/78 
1. Cash or accrual bas is of accounting -
A strict cash basis of accounting includes the record-
ing of program activity based only on cash transactions. 
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A strict accrual basis will account for all financial 
activity that relates to a particular period irrespective 
of the point in time that cash transactions takes place 
relative to the activity. The accounting period normally 
is one month. Alternative bases would include a "modified" 
accrual basis wherein only certain designated items would 
be accounted for on an accrual basis and other accrual 
items would be handled on a cash basis. Another appro-
priate alternative is carrying the accounting system on 
a cash basis throughout the year and converting to accrual 
only at year end. A major difference between cash and 
accrual basis of accounting at the project level involves 
the accrual of Accounts Receivable and Accounts Payable. 
Although cash accounting is less complex, when the re-
ceivable or payable balances are of significantly large 
amounts or significantly varying amounts between account-
ing periods, an accrual basis of accounting will normally 
be needed for meaningful reporting. 
It is important however that the decision of a cash 
or accrual accounting be made by the program management 
based on the needs of that program. 
2. Fiscal year-
The fiscal year can begin at any point within the calendar 
year. It is normally best when the period begins at the 
beginning of a calendar quarter. Considerations should 
be made in establishing the fiscal year to concur with 
contracts of a major funding source or funding sources. 
It is not, however, a requirement that it relates to any 
one particular funding source. 
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3. Establishment of Department (Modality) Breakdown of costs -
A department (referred to as modalities in the PLAM) re-
presents major activities or service areas within the 
program. The department should have an identifiable mana-
ger who can control the costs within the department. 
Where funding sources relate specifically to a de-
partment or where reporting requirements of a funding 
source include the separation of costs by specific de-
partments, it would be advantageous to tailor the pro-
grams departmental breakdown to satisfy these needs. 
These departments should primarily relate, however, to 
the needs of the program in managing costs in these areas. 
The department breakdown can be further divided into sub-
departments where meaningful. This may involve a program 
which includes both alcohol and drug components. These 
can be accounted for as separate comnonents and further 
broken down into departments or modalities. Also, the 
total substance abuse program may be a department within 
a much larger organization such as a Mental Health Center. 
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I. CHART OF ACCOUNTS 
A. Purpose 
A chart of accounts is a list of standard account names and 
numbers (line items) to which charges or credits can be made. It 
provides a guide for properly charging fiscal activity within the 
accounting system and provides continuity in reporting between one 
period and another period. Indexing the accounts provides an easy 
reference in posting activities between journals and ledgers. 
B. Procedure 
The chart of accounts must include all appropriate general 
ledger accounts for the project with a number assigned to each 
account. The account line item names must be established to meet 
the program needs in describing its activities. The chart of 
accounts should be detailed enough to enable the management to 
monitor activities but in not too great a detail to enable the pro-
gram to use the system as a management tool. 
A chart of accounts will include five (5) general sections 
as follows: 
Balance Sheet Accounts 
Assets 
Liabilities 
Reserves 
Income Statement Accounts 
Income 
Expenses 
Each section may be divided into categories with the actual 
account line item being detailed under a category heading. This 
will allow for an upward summarization of activity. 
6/78 
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The line item account number should be a three (3) or four 
(4) digit number. The first digit of the number should identify 
the five general ledger sections. The second digit should identify 
the category within each section with the final digit or digits 
identifying the line item. 
Program modalities (major functions) can be further identi-
fied with an additional bank of numbers either preceding or succeed-
ing the line item account number. 
A sample chart of accounts is attached. Additional accounts 
can be added by assigning the next account number in any category. 
6/78 
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ASSEI'S EXPENSES 
100 Cash 500 Salaries 
101 Cash - Gmeral 501 Administrative 
102 Cash - Payroll 502 Clerical 
109 Petty Cash 503 Treacrent 
504 Intervention & Education 
110 Accounts Receivable 505 Maintenance 
111 Accts. Receivable-Federal/State 506 Other 
112 Accts. Receivable-County 
113 Accts . Receivable-Iniividua.l 510 Personnel Benefits 
119 Accts. Receivable-'Other 511 F.I.C.A. Expense 
512 Worl<man' s ~ensation 
130 Prepaid Expense 513 lhe:q>loyDEnt 
514 Insurance-Health 
140 Inventory 515 RetirBDent 
141 Supplies 516 Life Insurance 
517 LID Insurance 
150 Fixed Assets 519 Other 
151 Building 
152 ~erve for ::lepr. -Bldg. 520 Concracted Services 
153 Ec(ui!=U8lt 521 Detox 
154 Reserve for Depr. -Equip . 522 lbspital 
523 Accounting 
190 Other Assets 524 Medical 
525 Psycrological 
LIABll.I.TIES 526 U.A.'s 
200 Accounts Payable-Current 530 Supplies . 
201 Accounts Payable-Trade 531 Office 
202 F. I.C.A. Taxes Payable 532 Medical 
203 Federal Taxes Payable 533 Food 
204 State !axes Payable 534 Training 
205 UnE!Jl>lOyDEnt Taxes Payable 535 Subscriptions & Publications 
209 Accounts Payable-Other 539 Other 
210 Reserves .540 Telephone & Postage 
211 Cash Advances (Received) 541 Telephone 
542 Postage 
240 Notes/l'brtgages Payable 
241 Notes Payable 550 Occupancy Costs 
242 1-brtgages Payable 551 Rent 
552 Utilities 
f! 290 Other Uabilities 553 Janitorial 554 Maintenance RESERVES 555 Insurarx:e & Taxes 
559 Other 
300 Reserves 
311 Restxicted Reserves 560 Travel 
312 Unrestricted Reserves 561 In-area 
562 In-state 
INCXM: 563 Out-of-state 
400 Revenue 570 Equiplll!l'lt 
401 571 Cost 
402 Federal 572 Maintenance 
403 Title Xl{ 
404 IDSA Treaorenc 580 Depreciation & Interest 
405 City 581 Deoreciation 
406 Uti.ted l-lay 532 Interest 
407 County F\Jnds 
400 Purchase Services 590 Other Expenses ) 409 Private Contributions 410 In-kind Service 
'· 411 CETA 
412 IDSA- Other 
I 
419 Other Incare 
01 - Adminis tration 
02 - Residencial 
03 - Oucpatient 
04 - Educational 
u 6/78 
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II. BUDGETS 
A. Purpose 
A well planned program budget is essential to the operation 
of any program as the basis for a meaningful financial management 
system. 
Through the planning process it provides a basis for deter-
mining revenue requirements to meet the program's goals and a basis 
to adjust those goals to be reasonably certain that the available 
funds are fully utilized within each funds restrictions, yet not 
overly committed. In a non-profit organization the budget is the 
basis for monitoring operations by comparing actual activity to that 
budgeted for the period. This allows the program to react to unantic-
ipated changes in cost or revenue activity on a current and frequent 
basis. Other needs for a comprehensive budget are in demonstrating 
financial requirements and accountability to prospective funders and 
its requirement in meeting state licensure standards. 
B. Procedures 
1. Budget Planning 
In order to determine what costs will be incurred through-
out the year, it must be decided what services the program should pro-
vide based on the needs of the community. This should be done through 
a complete program planning process. Outlining the plans of the 
total program will provide the needed tool for monitoring and eval-
uation of progress throughout the period in addition to providing 
a basis for a budget. A planning process may be handled as follows 
per example on page 19. 
a. Establish Goals - Goals are a statement of general-
ly desirable conditions to be attained over a specific period of time. 
6/78 
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This is basically dictated by the needs seen in the community. Goals 
must be logical and reasonable within the programs general fiscal 
and physical confines. Long range goals should be established for 
the total program for a period of approximately five (5) years. 
Particular goals should be listed in increments of one (1) year 
periods. Special emphasis should be given to the goals for the 
following year. They may be further broken down into goals for each 
specific modality. 
b. State Objectives - An objective is a statement of 
specific desired conditions defined in quantitative terms. There 
may be more than one objective for each goal. 
c. List Action Plans - Action plans include steps to 
be taken to reach the objectives. 
Goals and objectives will normally cover the needs of most 
general reoccurring budget costs. Action plans will usually point 
out non-reoccurring costs which may otherwise be missed in the 
budget preparation. 
2. · Budget Preparation 
A complete annual operating budget must be established 
at the beginning of each fiscal year. The budget should be prepared 
on the program's fiscal year irrespective of funders fiscal years or 
contract periods generating program revenue. The budget planning 
preparation process should begin early enough prior to the beginning 
of the fiscal year to allow sufficient time to properly establish 
goals, objectives, and action plans; obtain data as a basis for pro-
jecting budgeted costs; obtain approval from the board of directors, 
funders or other appropriate individuals or organizations, and solid-
ify, as best as possible, funding for the period. The time require-
6/78 
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ment for this process should be determined by the program manage-
ment at least three months prior to the beginning of the period. 
The budget preparation responsibility should be with the fiscal 
officer and executive director; however, it is very important to 
involve as many staff people for input as appropriate through the 
planning process. 
The budget will distribute projected revenue and expenditures 
in the following four (4) ways: 
- Line Item 
Modality (program departments performing separate major func-
tions) 
- Fiscal Quarter 
- Funding Source 
This distribution may be done through the completion of the 
following steps: 
a. Budget program costs for the period by Line Item 
and Quarter. Use the "Operating Budget Worksheet" format per Schedule 
A, page 20 to facilitate this procedure. 
(1) Complete the heading by indicating "Line Item 
and Quarter" on the "By" line and indicate the beginning and ending 
dates of the fiscal year on the "period" line. 
(2) List each expense account (number and name) 
from the program chart of accounts in the "Account" section. These 
should be listed in order as shown on the chart of accounts leaving 
a subtotal line following each expense category. In the salary cate-
gory, list each position name in addition to the account's name. Use 
as many pages as needed. 
6/78 
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(3) Under "Estimation Basis," document the comp-
utation or basis for projecting the cost for that particular line 
item. 
NOTE: A variety of methods for projecting costs can be used 
with different methods used for different line items. A 
management decision must be made in determining the most 
appropriate method for projecting the cost for each line 
item individually. Common bases for projecting line item 
costs include current spending level adjusted for infla-
tion, increase or decrease in program activity, calculated 
costs for fulfilling program goals and objectives, securing 
costs from vendors, etc. 
Maintaining this documentation is very important in order to 
evaluate budget variances, in computing budget revisions, and pre-
paring a budget for the following year. 
(4) In the following section of the "Operating 
Budget Worksheet," complete the heading as follows: 
QUARTER 
I 1ST 2ND 3RD 4TH 
I 
I 
Based on the information in the "Estimation Basis" section of 
the worksheet, compute the budget amounts by quarter (i.e., quarter 
within the fiscal year, not calendar quarter) for each line item. 
As best as possible reflect fluctuation of costs in the proper quar-
ter. Subtotal each expense category (salary, personnel benefits, 
contracted services, etc.). 
6/78 
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(5) Total each line across to the "Total Year" 
column. 
(6) On the final page of the Operating Budget Work-
sheet, indicate the quarter totals and grand total. Verify that the 
four quarter totals equal the grand total. 
b. Distribute the total operating budget by Modality. 
Using an "Operating Budget Worksheet" format (Schedule A), distribute 
the budgeted cost between the program modalities. (Example Pg.22) 
(1) Complete the heading of the worksheet by indi-
cating "Modality" on the "By" line and the beginning and ending dates 
of the fiscal year on the "period" line. 
(2) List each expense account (number and name) 
from the program chart of accounts in the "Account" section. These 
should be listed in order as shown on the chart of accounts leaving 
a subtotal line following each expense category. In the salary 
category, list each position name in addition to the account name. 
Use as many pages as needed. 
(3) Indicate the total amount budgeted for each line 
item in the "Total Year" column (the last column on the form). Post 
the amounts from the Operating Budget Worksheet for the Line Item/ 
Quarter distribution. 
(4) Complete the third section of the form (sec-
tion heading not preprinted on the form) with the heading "Modality." 
Complete the subheading in this section with the program modality 
names. If needed, expand the form to allow a separate column for 
each modality name. 
Distribute the line item budget to the appropriate modality 
column and subtotal each expense category. Document the basis for 
6/78 
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distribution in the "Estimation Basis" column. 
NOTE: A determination must be made as to the most reasonable 
distribution of the budgeted costs that relate to the activities 
of each modality. For those costs that do not relate directly 
to one particular modality, a management decision will need to 
be made as to the most reasonable basis for distributing those 
line item costs. The basis may include a strict distribution 
based on time sheets for time spent in the various functions 
(an estimation based on a test period if there are no time sheets 
for the total period), number of clients served in each modality, 
direct labor costs relating to each modality, units of services 
provided in each modality, etc. A determination of appropriately 
classified administrative costs will normally need to be done 
based on a management policy determination. A general guide-
line may be to consider all costs which can be attributed to any 
particular client or group of clients (irrespective of the posi-
tion providing that service) being charged to a direct modality 
with all other costs being considered as administrative. Admin-
istrative costs should normally not exceed 10-15% of the total 
budget. 
It is important to document the basis for this distribution in 
the "Estimation Basis" column for future references. 
(5) Total all columns to the "total" line on the 
last page of the budget. Be certain that the total of all modalities 
equal the total budget. 
c. Distribute the total budget by Funding Source using 
a "Funding Source-Operating Budget Worksheet" format per Schedule 
A-1, page 22. Indicate the name of each of the programs funding 
6/78 
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sources in a separate column heading of the "Funding Source" section. 
If there are several funding sources which carry the same restric-
tions for the monies provided or if there are several insignificant 
(in dollars provided) funding sources which carry no restrictions 
on the funds; these can be grouped under one general heading title. 
Distribute the budgeted line item costs as follows: 
(1) List each expense account from the chart of 
accounts using only every other line and leave a subtotal line after 
each category. Also list each salary position in the salary section. 
(2) Distribute and budgeted costs by line item as 
follows: 
(a) List the value of in-kind contributions 
to be received by the program for the year on the proper line in a 
column headed "In Kind." Total the column to the "Total Budget" line. 
(b) Review all contracts and agreements with 
funding sources to determine any restrictions on funds provided. 
Complete the funding source columns for those funders carrying re-
strictions on the funds by line item charging each line item accord-
ing to the contract (example: IDSA or CETA). Indicate the contract 
total on the "Total Budget" line. 
(c) For those funders not carrying restricted 
funds by line item, indicate the amount anticipated to be received 
from each on the "Total Budget" line of the appropriate "Funding 
Source" column. If matching funds are included in any of the pro-
gram contracts, these amounts must be charged to the appropriate 
line item for the funding source eligible to provide those matching 
funds. For all other funding sources, a management decision must 
be made as to whether those unrestricted funds could most appropri-
6/78 
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ately be utilized for any specific line item or program modality 
costs. Some funding sources, although not carrying restrictions by 
line item, restrict funding to a particular modality. Based on these 
considerations, complete the funding source columns in an attempt to 
balance the line item totals to the funding source. In many cases 
this will be a somewhat arbitrary distribution. 
NOTE: Line item costs, or that portion of line item costs, not 
assigned to a "restricted" funder should be charged completely 
to one or as few unrestricted sources as possible. This will 
simplify the process of charging accounting activities through-
out the year. 
(d) Document the basis for distribution on the 
line following each line item distribution. 
If the total revenue does not equal the total expenses, a manage-
ment decision will need to be made as to the course that would be 
more appropriate: to adjust the budgeted expenditures or to adjust 
the anticipated revenue for the period. First efforts should be to 
generate additional program revenue or cut program costs with the 
maintenance of the programs and services originally planned. Only 
when the budget cannot be balanced through this process should the 
program consider cutting services to balance the budget. If the 
differences between revenue and expenditures are not significant, 
the program management may choose to list excess budgeted expendi-
tures in a separate funding source column labeled "Unidentified 
Revenue" or excess revenue on an expense line item labeled "Uniden-
tified Revenue." It is emphasized that if these procedures are 
used, they must be only for an insignificant part of the total bud-
get. The budget; however, is not complete until it is in balance 
6/78 
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with revenue equaling expenditures. This unidentified revenue or 
expense must be dealt with early in the fiscal year by establishing 
revenue to cover those budgeted costs or solidifying planned program 
activities to utilize those excess funds. This should be handled 
by the end of the first or at least second fiscal quarter. If 
appropriate, however, excess funds may be carried over to the fol-
lowing year if those funds are generated by a source providing un-
restricted funds. 
(3) Designate matching requirements and sources -
Obtain from each funding source contract or agreement the amount, 
if any, of local matching funds that are required. Also determine 
what restrictions are placed on the requirement as to the funding 
source that can be used. Again, a management decision should be 
made jointly by the director and fiscal officer as to which source 
of revenue can be used within the confines of the contract to match 
the funds with this requirement. Across the bottom of the budget 
indicate the funder name requiring· the match, and the total required 
from that funder. On that same line, indicate the amount under each 
funding source providing the match money. This amount may need to 
be computed as follows: 
EXAMPLE, per Schedule A-1: The IDSA contract total $199,650 
based on 60% funding ($119,790) and 40% match ($79,860). It 
is decided to use all of the in-kind ($9,000), all of the city-
county funds ($37,000), all CETA funds ($14,120) and a portion 
of the court payments for the balance ($19,740). 
Deduct the amounts designated as match money from the total amount 
of each funding source and enter the difference in the bottom line 
of the form entitled "Non-Match." Be certain that none of these 
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figures are in a negative amount. 
e. Complete a Program Operating Budget format of 
Schedule B, page 23. This is a summary of the Operating Budget 
1-Jorksheets. 
(1) Complete the heading with the beginning and 
ending month of the fiscal year. 
(2) List the account names and salary position 
names, with category sub-total lines in the "Account" column. 
(3) Post the line item Budget Totals from the 
Budget Worksheet's "Total" column. 
(4) Indicate the modality names in the column 
headings of the modality section. Transfer the line item and total 
costs from the Modality Worksheet to the appropriate column of the 
Modality Section. 
(5) Transfer the source names and the budgeted line 
item amounts and total costs by funding source from the Funding 
Source--Operating Budget Horksheet to the "Source" section. 
(6) Post the matching fund information from the 
Fund Source Worksheet to the matching section of the Program Oper-
ating Budget. 
f. Following the completion of the budget and complete 
review by the director and fiscal officer, the budget must be pre-
sented to the Board of Directors for approval. This approval must 
be documented in the board minutes. 
6/78 
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ANNUAL GOALS 
-Example-
A. Goal 
To provide quality substance abuse treatment / rehabilitation ser-
vices to the citizenry of the service community. 
1. Objective 
Upgrade counseling skills of all counselors by developing and 
implementing an ongoing training program for all counselors by Janu-
ary 1, 1979. 
Action Steps: 
a . Assess and analyze counselor training needs by 
October 15, 1978. 
b. Develop training agenda by December 1, 1978. 
c. Contract with needed consultant(s) by December 31, 1978. 
d. Subscribe to two (2) additional professional journals 
for the clinical staff by January 1, 1979. 
2 . Objective 
Increase community utilization of program by 20% by January 
1, 1979. 
6/78 
Action Steps: 
a. Assess current program population impact by August 1, 
1978. 
b. Establish target groups which need increased program 
concentration by September 1, 1978 . 
c. Assign outreach responsibilities to counseling staff 
to impact on selected target populations by September 
15, 1978. 
d . Hire one (1) additional full-time counselor to assist 
in the provision of treatment/rehabilitation services 
to the increased client load and to perform specific 
outreach responsibilities by January 1, 1979. 
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III. CASH RECEIPTS 
A. Purpose 
A record of monies received by the program must be main-
tained on a monthly basis to assure that all potential revenue is 
received and properly entered into the accounting system for report-
ing purposes. This record is maintained by the us'e of a "Cash Re-
ceipts Journal." Certain internal controls must be maintained in 
handling the receipt and recording of these items. 
B. Procedure 
1. Mail received by the program should, when possible, be 
opened by an individual other than the bookkeeper (a receptionist, 
secretary, etc.). This person will prepare and retain a list of 
receipts giving the date received, name of payer and amount. Pay-
ments made to the program in person should also be received by some-
one other than the bookkeeper. In this case, a prenumbered receipt 
is to be prepared in duplicate (regardless of the form of payment) 
with the original being given to the payer. The person accepting 
the payment will retain the receipt and forward the money to the 
bookkeeper. 
2. The bookkeeper will endorse checks for deposit immedi-
ately upon receipt. He/she will maintain a columnar monthly cash 
receipts journal (per format, Scliedule C, page 28) , to which he/ she 
will post all payments at the time of receipt. The following infor-
mation is to be recorded on the journal: 
a. Heading - Indicate the month and year. 
b. Date - The date that payment is received and deposited. 
c. Received from- The agency, company or individual 
from whom the money was received. If the payment was received for 
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client services, indi.cate the individual client number instead of 
their name (for confidentiality purposes). 
d. Description -An explanation of the payment (example: 
monthly grant payment, contribution, services, etc.). Indicate the 
date or period that the payment covers if applicable. 
e. Account/Number - The appropriate general ledger 
account to be credited. 
f. Account/Amount (credit) - The amount of payment. 
g. Daily Deposit (cash debit) - Add the amounts of 
payments received for the day and indicate the total in this column. 
3. The bookkeeper will process a deposit to the bank daily 
for all monies received. This will be done using a duplicate deposit 
slip. If the deposit is taken to the bank, the bank teller will 
validate the deposit slip copy so that it can be brought back to 
the program office. If the deposit is mailed to the bank, retain a 
deposit slip copy. Arrange with the bank to have a receipt returned 
to the program office by mail. 
4. At the end of each month, total the last two columns of 
the cash receipts journal recording. these totals on the bottom line 
of the journal. Verify that the two amounts are equal. Also, total 
the amounts deposited from the deposit slip copies for the month and 
verify that this total equals those on the cash receipts journal. 
Compare these totals to the record of receipts maintained by the 
person opening or receiving the payment. This person and the book-
keeper should document their agreement on each others records. 
5. At the end of each month, use a separate cash receipts 
journal form to recap the accounts to be credited (per format 
Schedule C-1, page 29 ). Mark "Recap" following the schedule title 
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(Cash Receipts Journal) in the heading. List each general ledger 
account number utilized on the Cash Receipts Journal (each number 
only once) in numerical order in the Account/Number column. Follow-
ing the account number, indicate the total amount charged to each 
account. Total the amount column and determine that this total 
equals that of the cash receipts journal. 
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CASH RECEIPTS PROCEDURE 
PERSON HANDLING 
Person other than book-
keeper (clerk, secretary, 
etc.) 
ILLUSTRATION B 
ACTION TAKEN 
l . Open mail, sort out 
checks. 
2. Prepare list of 
receipts . 
3. Give to bookkeeper . 
Person other than book- l. Prepare duplicate pre-
keeper (clerk, secretary,, numbered receipt with 
etc.) ! original given to payer. 
Bookkeeper 
, 2. Indicate payment on 
list and file receipt 
copy. 
3. Give money to book-
keeper. 
1. Endorse checks. 
4. Cash Receipts Journal Bookkeeper 1. Record payments. 
5. Money Received Bookkeeper 
AT END OF MONTH 
l. Prepare deposit daily. 
2. Take or mail deposit 
to the bank daily. 
3. Obtain a validated 
receipt from bank. 
6. Cash Receipts Journal Bookkeeper 1. Total journal. 
7. Deposit Slip Copies 
8. List of Money 
Received 
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IV. CASH DISBURSEMENTS 
A. Policy 
All cash disbursements (other than payroll) must be support-
ed by an invoice, billing, or other documentation. They must be 
approved by the individual responsible for ordering the goods or 
services and an individual able to verify the receipt of the goods 
or services. Payments are made by check and recorded on a check 
register. 
B. Procedure 
1. As claims for payment (invoices or billings) are re-
ceived into the office, they should be first given to the bookkeeper. 
2. The bookkeeper will review the invoice for reasonable-
ness and make a clerical check by verifying the accuracy of the 
footings and extensions (multiply number of units by unit price and 
total each type of good or service down to the total invoice). 
It is recommended that a "Voucher Form" (per Schedule D, page 
39 ) be prepared for each payment. Advantages of the voucher in-
clude the fact that it clearly summarizes payment information for 
(1) individuals required to approve the payment, (2) check writing, 
(3) posting, and (4) later reference. Also, the possibility of 
neglecting to record the required information on the invoice is re-
duced. A number of invoices to the same vendor can be included on 
one voucher. If a voucher is used, it is to be completed with the 
following information by the bookkeeper upon receipt of the claim 
for payment: 
a. The Project Name - This name can be preprinted on 
the form. 
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b. Vendor Name - Name of the company or individual to 
whom payment is to be made. 
c. Vendor's Address -As indicated on the form, it is 
not necessary to complete this section if the address is indicated 
on the payment claim. 
d. Invoice Date - The date on the invoice or billing. 
e. Due Date - Indicate the date that the payment is due 
based on the invoice date. Especially if the program is incurring 
cash flow problems, the payment can be held for 30 days from the 
date of the earliest invoice included in the payment. Exceptions 
to this are when a cash discount is offered for early payment or 
special payment arrangements with the vendor have been made. A 
management policy should be established relating to the timeliness 
of payments. 
NOTE: When establishing a payment schedule policy, those pro-
grams receiving payment on a Cash Reimbursement basis should 
keep in mind that only payments made before the end of the 
month will be reimbursed in the following month. 
f. Payment Date - Indicate the date that the check must 
be mailed from the office in order to reach the vendor on the due 
date. 
g. Account Number - The general ledger account number(s) 
and modality number to which charges are to be made. Use as many 
lines as necessary to properly account for all charges being paid 
by the voucher. List each account number only once. 
h. Description - A brief description of goods or ser-
vices being charged to each account number. 
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i. Amount - The amount (net of any available discounts) 
chargeable to each account number for the invoices being paid. The 
total of this column will equal the total of the invoices being paid. 
j. Clerical Check- After verifying the invoice footings 
and extensions, the bookkeeper is to sign or initial this line cer-
tifying their correctness. All payments must have documented support. 
The bookkeeper will attach the payment support to the voucher. 
If no voucher is used, the bookkeeper will indicate by writing on 
the payment support his/her verification of footings and extensions. 
3. The bookkeeper will route the voucher and/or support to 
first the individual within the program responsible for the goods 
or services being ordered. This person must review the billing in 
detail, verifying that the goods or services were ordered and that 
the unit costs are correct. He/she will indicate the correctness 
of these items by signing or initialing the "Purchase Approval" line 
on the bottom of the voucher. (If no voucher, directly on the pay-
ment claim). The voucher will then be routed to the individual in 
the project able to verify that the goods or services were received. 
He/she will indicate verification by signing or initialing the 
"Received" line on the bottom of the voucher (if no voucher, direc-
tly on the payment claim). 
NOTE: Larger programs may choose to use a "Purchase Order" 
system to coordinate the approval process. The process involves 
one individual in the program designated to purchase or approve 
the purchase of all goods or services. A "Purchase Order Form" 
must be prepared itemizing the goods and services and individ-
ual costs. Appropriate staff must initial their approval of 
the purchase before the purchase. The Purchase Order is 
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attached to the voucher at the time of payment in lieu of the 
purchase approval line being signed on the voucher. 
4. The bookkeeper will hold the voucher and/or support 
until the payment date. They should be held in a tickler file 
separated by day and reviewed daily for payments due on that day. 
5. All disbursements (except a small petty cash fund) must 
be made from a checking account established at a local bank in the 
name of the program. The checks are to be prenumbered and used in 
sequential order. The bookkeeper will write checks to cover all 
vouchers on the date indicated on the voucher as the due date. One 
check may be written for all vouchers to the same vendor due on the 
same day. At the time that the check is written, the check number 
is to be written in the appropriate space on the voucher. (If there 
is no voucher, it is written on the invoice). The word PAID must 
be stamped or plainly written on each item of payment support to 
eliminate the possibility of subsequent duplicate payment. 
If a check is ruined or to be voided, the signature portion of 
the check is to be cut out and the check held with the checkbook for 
filing with the bank statement at the end of the month. 
6. Each check must be recorded on a "Check Register" (per 
format of Schedule E, page 40 ) . This may be done with a "Peg Board 
One Write" accounting system where the information written on the 
check is carboned to the check register. The system saves time and 
reduces errors. Most stationery stores handle this equipment and 
relating forms. 
The following information is to be provided on the check register: 
a. In the heading, indicate the month that the activity 
covers. 
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b. Payee - The person or company to whom the check is 
·written. 
c. Description - Brief description of the goods or 
services purchased. 
d. Check Information/Date - The date that the check 
was written. 
e. Check Information/Number - The sequential number 
printed on the check. All checks must be accounted for in sequential 
order in this column. If a check is voided, record the number in 
sequential order and write "void" in the payee column. 
f. Check Information/Amount - The amount of the check. 
g. Expense/Account Number - The number of the general 
ledger account or accounts to which the check is to be charged. Copy 
each account number indicated on the voucher. As many lines as are 
needed on the check register can be used for one check to record 
each account number on a separate line. If no voucher is used, 
charges to account numbers will need to be determined at this time 
and recorded on the check register. 
h. Expense/Amount - The amount charged to each general 
ledger account. 
i. Modality Charges - Indicate the name of each of the 
modalities in a separate column heading of this section. The expense/ 
account amount must be distributed to these columns. This is done 
by relating the actual usage of the goods or services to the appro-
priate modality. Where there must be a distribution to more than 
one department and the supporting documentation for the payment does 
not clearly designate that distribution, refer to the program oper-
ating budget and support for the determined distribution. 
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Add each line across to the "Total" column. These amounts must 
equal the amounts in the cash "Amount" column. 
j. At the end of each month, total the "Check Infor-
mation Amount" column, and each modality column including the total 
modality column. Verify that the total of the modality columns 
equals the total column of this section. Also, verify that this 
total equals the expense/amount column total. 
k. Using an additional check register form, prepare a 
recap of the expenses per Schedule E-1, page 41. 
(l) Indicate the word "Recap" following the form 
heading name and indicate the month name under the heading. 
(2) Review the account number column of the check 
register and list each account number represented (each number only 
once) in numerical order in the expense/account number column of 
this "recap" sheet. 
(3) Add the total amount charged to each account 
number on the Check Register and indicate the amount in the expense/ 
amount column following the account number of the "recap" sheet. 
Total this column to verify that it equals the total on the check 
register. 
(4) Distribute the amount charged to each general 
ledger account to the appropriate column under the Modality 
Charges section based on the check register. Total the lines across 
to verify that they are in agreement with the amounts in the expense 
column. Total the departmental columns down and the column totals 
across to the "Total" column. Attach this form behind the check 
register for the month. 
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7. After the checks have been recorded on the Check 
Register, the bookkeeper will: 
a. Prepare an envelope for mailing the check, 
b. remove any remittance advice information attached 
to the invoice, 
c. clip the check, envelope and any remittance advice 
information to the front of the voucher and/or invoice and, 
d. give all of these items to the persons responsible 
for signing the check. 
NOTE: If only one or two particular persons can sign checks, 
the bookkeeper should follow the schedule of these persons 
closely so as to have any checks falling due when they are out 
of the office signed before they leave. 
8. The person(s) with the responsibility for signing the 
checks will: 
a. Review the check and support for reasonableness and 
verification of prior approvals, 
b. sign the check (this is done only when the person 
in.tends to send the check to the vendor immediately) , 
c. sign or initial the voucher on the payment approval 
line (on the bill if there is no voucher), 
d. place the check and remittance information in the 
envelope and seal it, 
e. give the envelope to a person other than the book-
keeper for mailing, and 
f. return the voucher ·and/or support to the bookkeeper 
for filing. 
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9. The paid voucher and/or invoices are to be filed by the 
bookkeeper in alphabetical order by vendor, or any other orderly 
manner deemed appropriate for easy reference. 
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ILLUSTRATION C 
CASH DISBURSEMENTS PROCEDURES AND CONTROL 
ITEMS HANDLED PERSON HANDLING ACTION TAKEN 
1. Bills or Invoices Bookkeeper 1. Receive in mail. 
2 . Check reasonableness. 
3. Check footings and 
extensions. 
4. Prepare and initial 
voucher. 
5. Attach billings to 
voucher. 
2. Voucher and Bill Persons ordering and 1. Review bill for unit 
i receiving goods or cost. 
I services 2. Verify ordered and 
I received. 3 . Initial voucher. 
-
3. Voucher and Bill Bookkeeper 1. Hold until due date. 
2. Write check. 
3. Stamp bills "PAID" 
4. Record payment on 
"Check REgister. II 
I 
5. Prepare envelope for 
mailing. 
I 
I 6. Attach check, envelope 
and remittance advice 
information to front 
of voucher. 
4. Check, Voucher , Check signer(s) 1. Review voucher and 
Bills and Envelope support for reason-
ableness, proper 
purchasing, prior 
approval. 
2. Sign check. 
3. Initial voucher. 
4 . Put check and remit-
tance advice in 
envelope and seal it. 
5. Checks in envelopes Clerk 1. Place in mail. 
6 . voucher and Bill Bookkeeper 1. File. 
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V. FIXED ASSETS 
A. Purpose 
Fixed assets are items purchased by the program with signi-
ficant value which carry a useful life over an extended period of 
time. A special accounting must be maintained for these items for 
the purpose of determining the amount of cost relating to the use 
of that item for the fiscal period and to maintain a record of the 
actual value of that item at any point of time. 
B. Procedure 
1. Defining "Fixed Assets" -- An agency policy must be 
made to establish guidelines for defining purchases as fixed assets. 
This must relate to both cost of the item and expected life. An 
example would be to consider items with a life expectancy of three 
(3) years or more and a cost of $50.00 or more to be classified as 
a fixed asset. Items not meeting this criteria would be normally 
charged to a supply account. 
2. Record Fixed Assets Activity 
a. Recording purchases -- Purchase of fixed assets will 
normally be recorded on the Check Register based on the payment for 
the item. The exception would be when a loan or mortgage is used 
for the purchase of the item; a journal entry will need to be made 
debiting the fixed asset account and crediting the appropriate ac-
counts payable account. 
(1) Cash Basis - Programs on a cash basis or pro-
grams on a cash basis throughout the year and converting to accrual 
only at year end will require an "Equipment" account in the expense 
section of the Chart of Accounts. Fixed Asset Equipment items will 
be charged to this account. Programs converting to accrual at year 
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end will require a journal entry at year end to transfer the cost 
from expense to asset by crediting the Equipment account in the 
Expense section of the Chart of Accounts and debit the Equipment 
account in the Asset section in the Chart of Accounts. 
(2) Accrual Basis - ~rograms on accrual basis 
accounting will debit the Equipment account in the Asset section of 
the Chart of Accounts at the time of purchase. 
b. Recording Depreciation 
(1) Cash Basis - Programs on a strict cash basis 
will require no depreciation entry. Programs converting to accrual 
at year end will require entries as programs on accrual basis de-
scribed in paragraph b'"(2) except only at year erid. 
(2) Accrual Basis Accounting - Based on the "Fixed" 
Asset Record (see schedule F, page 46 and instructions paragraph 3-a 
below) a monthly portion of the depreciation will be recorded by 
journal entry debiting "Depreciation Expense" and crediting the 
Asset account, "Reserve for Depreciation." 
c. Recording Sale or Abandonment of Fixed Asset - Pro-
grams utilizing accrual basis must identify the asset on the records 
and a journal entry must be made at the time of disposition of the 
asset debiting "Reserve for Depreciation" asset account for the 
amount of accumulated depreciation per the asset records; crediting 
the "Equipment" account for the original cost of the asset; debiting 
the "Cash" asset account for the amount received (if any) and a debit 
or credit, as appropriate, to the "Gain on Sale of Assets," income 
account for the difference (debit for a loss or credit for a gain) 
to balance the entry. 
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3. Records of Fixed Assets 
a. Maintain a "Fixed Asset Record" per Schedule F, page 
46 to maintain a record of all fixed assets. A separate record 
must be maintained for each fixed asset item. 
(1) Prepare a form and record the following infor-
mation at the time of purchase: 
(a) description of item purchased, 
(b) source of funds used for purchase of item, 
(c) age of the item when acquired, 
(d) estimated length of life, 
(e) estimated value (salvage value) of the 
item at the projected date of disposition, 
(f) date purchased, 
(g) vendor's name and address, 
(h) identifying numbers (serial numbers or 
program assigned number), 
pected life, 
ciation. 
(i) amount paid for the item including tax. 
(2) Record the following information annually: 
(a) annual depreciation computed on the ex-
(b) accumulated depreciation, 
(c) book value (cost, less accumulated depre-
(3) At the time that the item is sold or disposed 
of, record the following information: 
(a) date sold, 
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(d) amount received over or under the book 
value, 
(e) debit allowed (the amount of accumulated 
depreciation). 
(4) A Lapsing Schedule per format Schedule F-1, 
page 47 attached is maintained for the purpose of providing a sum-
marized record of Fixed Assets and annual Depreciation. This pro-
vides a basis for preparing the depreciation journal entry. 
The information as noted is recorded from the Fixed Assets Record 
at the time of purchase. At each year end the amount of depreciation 
expense, accumulated depreciation and the book value (net of asset 
cost and accumulated depreciation) is recorded in the appropriate 
column. The total of these columns must agree with the general led-
ger at all times. 
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FIXED ASSET RECORD 
f1lESCRIPTION: IBM Electric Typewriter SOURCE OF FUNDS: Federal NIDA 
~('~;;E~ ACOUtRE~-~ew ESTIMATED LIFE: 5 yrs. SALVAGE VALUE (IF ANY) : None 
-- --·-
COST DEPRECIATION RECORD 
r- DA!.S 
PURCHASED VENDOR/DESCRIPTION AMOUNT YEAR RATE AMOUNT ACCUM. 
BOOK 
VALUE 
15-15-74 ,' Good Office SUPQlV $495 . 00 ·1975 2.0% ~qq nn $99.00 S396 oo 
615 Main Street 1976 20% 99.00 198.00 29L.Jl.O_ 
-
l Allentown, Iowa Serial #R2641938 
t 
i 
SOLO, EXCHANGED, OR DISCARDED 
OVER (UNDER) DEBIT 
DATE DESCRIPTION AMT. BOOK ALLOW. VALUE 
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VI. PAYROLL 
A. Purpose 
Proper payroll records must be maintained to account for 
employee earnings and withholdings as well as employer payroll taxes 
and other obligations. Payroll taxes, including those withheld, must 
be reported and paid to the proper governmental agency in a timely 
manner. 
B. Procedure 
1. Accounts must be established with the proper agencies 
requiring payroll withholding, employer taxes or other employer ob-
ligations. Taxes and obligations are as follows: 
Tax or Obligation 
Federal Income Tax 
Withheld 
FICA Taxes With-
held and Employer 
Share 
State Income Taxes 
Withheld 
State Unemployment 
Workman's Compen-
sation Insurance 
Information Source 
Internal Revenue Service-
Des Moines, Call toll free 
1-800-362-2600 
Same 
State of Iowa Department 
of Revenue - Phone 
(515) 281-5311 
Iowa Department of Job 
Service, Des Moines, Phone 
(515) 281-5801 
State Insurance Department 
Phone (515) 281-5705 
Establish with local 
insurance agent 
Reporting and Payment 
Pay to local bank with 
each pay period. File 
941 return quarterly. 
Same 
Deposits to state after 
each pay period. File 
return monthly or 
quarterly (see instruc-
tions) 
File return to make 
payment quarterly. 
Local insurance agent 
per policy terms 
NOTE: Non Profit organizations under IR~ Code Section 50l(c)3, 
are normally able to obtain an exemption from federal unemploy-
ment tax requirement by completing federal form 1023. 
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Payment of state unemployment tax is required by all programs. 
Payment is normally made on a "contributory basis" (wherein 
payments are made each quarter to a percentage of the total 
payroll to a determined limit). The percentage and limit is 
set by the Iowa Department of Job Service based on a minimum 
plus an experience rating. If under federal exemption, the pro-
gram may apply for state "reimbursable" status (reimburse full 
amount of any unemployment claims by a former employee against 
the program). The "reimbursement" status is not recommended 
due to the fluctuation of costs which are very difficult to 
plan and budget. 
Accounts can be established by contacting the agency under the 
"Information Source" column above. After an account is established, 
all required tax returns and deposit forms are sent to the employer 
on a regular basis. Specific instructions for withholding, payments, 
and filing will accompany each return. Further explanations can be 
obtained by again referring to the "Information Source" column. 
2. "Personnel Employment Record" ledger sheet per format 
of Schedule G, page 58 must be established for each employee indi-
cating the following information. 
a. Personal information including (1) name, (2) address, 
(3) phone number, (4) position, (5) social security number, (6) 
marital status, (7) number of exemptions from W-4 and (8) date hired. 
b. Emergency notification information. 
c. Hourly, regular and overtime (1~ x regular rate) pay 
rate including the dates of adjustments. 
d. Payment information for each pay period including: 
(1) last date of pay period, (2) hours worked (regular and overtime), 
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(3) gross pay (regular, overtime and total), (4) each withholding 
item, (5) net pay, and (6) check number. 
e. Quarterly total and year-to-date total. 
3. At the date of employment, a W-4 form indicating the 
persons tax exemptions and marital status must be obtained and held 
with employees personnel records. Also, items 2 a-c above of the 
"Personnel Employment Record" must be completed. 
4. A time sheet (example: Schedule H, page 59 ) must be 
completed on a daily basis by each employee. Information included 
on the time sheet is: 
a. Employee's name. 
b. Each date worked. 
c. The time beginning and ending each work day and 
time leaving and returning from lunch and other work breaks. 
d. The total number of hours worked each day. It is 
suggested that this be rounded to the nearest one-fourth hour. 
e. Brief description of work performed broken down by 
hours. 
f. Indication of account number to charge may be done 
by the employee or bookkeeper. 
g. Paid absent hours (holiday, sick, etc.) 
h. Division of hours worked each day between regular 
and overtime. Any hours worked by an employee (not exempt from 
overtime) over eight hours per day or 40 per week is considered 
overtime. 
i. Total hours (regular and overtime) for each week 
and pay period. 
6/78 
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j. The signature of the employee's immediate super-
visor approving the hours worked. 
The time sheet must be submitted to the bookkeeper at the end of 
each pay period as a claim for payment. 
5. At the end of each pay period, the time sheets are pro-
cessed by the bookkeeper as follows: 
a. Collect the time sheets and review them for com-
pleteness and accuracy. Verify that (1) hours reported worked are 
consistent with the "beginning and ending" work times reported, (2) 
the division between regular and overtime hours is correct, (3) the 
daily hours equal the total hours reported for the period, and (4) 
the report is signed by the employee and supervisor. 
b. As the time sheets are processed singularly, remove 
the employee's Personnel Employment Record from the file. Determine 
which quarter schedule (top or bottom of form) is to be used. The 
top schedule is used for the first quarter (January-March). Drop to 
the bottom schedule for the second quarter (April-June). Beginning 
of the third quarter will require a new form using the top schedule 
for the third quarter and bottom schedule for the fourth quarter. 
(1) Indicate the date, month, and year of the last 
day of the pay period in the first column of the next available line 
in the appropriate quarter schedule. 
(2) Post the regular and overtime hours worked from 
the time sheets. 
(3) For employees not exempt from overtime, compute 
the regular and overtime gross pay by multiplying the hours by the 
rates shown above. Total the two amounts to arrive at the total 
gross pay. For employees exempt from overtime, enter the salaried 
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amount for the period in the gross pay column. 
NOTE: It is suggested that each program consult the Adminis-
tration Wage and Hour Division, of the local Federal District 
Office for an interpretation of the standards as they relate 
to employee classifications of their program for purposes of 
paying overtime. 
(4) Referring to the tax withholding tables pro-
vided by the federal and state taxing agencies, compute the federal 
and state tax and FICA to be withheld covering the employee's (a) 
gross pay, (b) period covered (weekly, bi-weekly, semi-monthly), 
(c) marital status and (d) number of exemptions. Enter the amounts 
on the schedule. 
(5) Enter the proper insurance deduction and any 
other scheduled deductions. 
(6) Deduct all withholding amounts from the gross 
pay amount and record the net in the net pay column. 
c. Write a payroll check payable to the employee for 
the net amount and indicate the check number on the schedule. An 
attachment or slip of paper must accompany the check to show the 
(1) dates of the pay period covered, (2) the gross pay, (3) each 
itemized deduction and amount, and (4) the net amount of the check. 
d. Post the payments to the "Payroll Register" per 
format of Schedule I-1, page 60. (Use Schedule I-1 for the final 
page for each payroll). A separate check register is used for each 
pay period. After indicating the date that the pay period ended and 
the check date in the heading of the form, record the following in-
formation obtained from the "Personnel Employment Record:" 
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(1) Employee's position 
(2) Employee's name 
(3) Gross pay 
(4) The amount of each withholding item 
(5) The amount of the net pay 
(6) The check number - verify at this time that 
the check number is the next in sequential order. For the first 
check number in the check register, refer to the prior Payroll Check 
Register or the General Check Register as appropriate. Important -
notify the bank immediately issuing a stop payment order on any 
missing checks. 
e. Distribute each charge to the proper account by (1) 
designating the proper general ledger account number in the expense 
"Account Number" column and (2) distribute the gross pay to the 
proper modality (indicate the modality names in the headings). 
This distribution will be based on time sheet distribution or oper-
ating budget documentation. 
f. After issuing the payroll check and posting it to 
both the employee "Personnel Employment Record" and the "Payroll 
Check Register," the bookkeeper should type the employee's name on 
envelopes and give the checks and envelopes to the responsible per-
son designated to sign the payroll checks. 
g. After the checks are signed, they are placed in the 
envelope by the person signing the checks and given to an individual 
other than the bookkeeper for distribution to the employees. 
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information written on the check is carboned through to the 
Personnel Employment Record and the Payroll Register. 
For control, confidentiality and check design (for the check to 
carry an appropriate remittance advice), it is recommended that a 
separate bank account be established and maintained in the name of 
'i l · the project to handle the payroll. This account would be handled 
as an imprest account with a minimal balance of $10 to $50. One 
) 
t ·~ 
{ 
l ~ 
~ 
I f 
I I 
u 
check would be written on the general bank account for the gross 
amount of the payroll and deposited to the special payroll account 
at the end of each pay period . 
6. Procedures at the end of the pay period are as follows : 
a. Total gross pay, withholding, net pay and modality 
colunms of the Payroll Register down to the "Total Payroll" line 
for verification that they balance. (Gross pay less withholding 
equals net pay and the modality colunms equal the gross pay) . 
b. Write checks for the amounts withheld (on the pay-
roll account if a separate account is maintained; if not, on the 
general account) for the following : 
(1) A check payable to the local bank for FICA and 
Federal taxes withheld. 
(2) A check payable to the Treasurer, State of Iowa, 
for the amount of the state wibhholding. 
(3) A check to the insurance agent handling the 
group insurance if applicable. 
(4) Appropriate checks for other withholding items. 
c. Record these amounts as negative amounts in the appro-
priate withhol ding column, and as positive amounts in the net column 
of the Payroll Register. 
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d. Total all columns from the "Total Payroll" line of 
the register to the bottom page total line. Each column should net 
to zero except the gross pay and net pay which should equal. 
e. Write a separate check on the general checking 
account payable to the local bank for the employer's FICA expense 
(an amount equal to the FICA withheld) and record it charging the 
proper expense account on the "Check Register." 
f. If a separate payroll bank account is used, write a 
check on the general checking account payable to the project in the 
amount of the "gross pay" column total of the Payroll Register. 
Deposit the check into the payroll bank account. Record the checks 
written on the g.eneral "Check Register." Charge the general ledger 
labor accounts in the amounts of the gross pay based on a recap of 
the expense accounts in the account distribution section of the Pay-
roll Register. Use a separate line on the register for each account 
number charged but showing the check number only once. 
If no separate payroll bank account is used, record the payroll 
checks in the general check register in the same manner except for 
the fact that the series of check numbers used as shown on the pay-
roll check register will be shown. (All on one line - example: 2390 
through 2407) . 
7. Procedures at the end of each quarter include: 
a. Total each individual's "Personnel Employment Record" 
ledger sheet to the "Quarter Total" line. Add any previous year-
to-date totals to the quarter total to arrive at the current quarter 
"Year-To-Date Total." These figures can be added together for all 
employees and the total recorded on a Personnel Employment Record 
form used only as a control sheet. Verify that the form foots across 
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(gross pay less withholdings equal net pay). 
b. Based on these Personnel Employment Record totals, 
complete the following quarterly tax returns: 
(1) State withholding 
(2) Federal withholding and FICA Employer Taxes 
and withholding (form 941). 
(3) State unemployment 
8. At the end of each year, in addition to the quarterly 
returns being filed, W-2 forms reporting individual employee payroll 
activity must be issued to each employee. Forms and instructions 
can be obtained from the Federal Internal Revenue Service Office in 
Des Moines. 
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ITEMS HANDLED 
1. Employee Personnel 
Record 
2. W-4 
3. Time Sheet 
4. Time Sheet 
S. Time Sheet 
6. Time Sheet and 
Employee Personnel 
Record 
7. Payroll Check 
8. Payroll Check 
9. Payroll Check 
10. Check Register 
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PAYROLL PROCEDURE 
PERSON HANDLING 
Bookkeeper or new 
employee supervisor 
Bookkeeper or new 
employee supervisor 
Employee 
Employees' Supervisor 
Bookkeeper 
Bookkeeper 
Bookkeeper 
Check Signer 
Clerk 
Bookkeeper 
11. Check-General Acct. Bookkeeper 
12. Monthly Tax Bookkeeper 
Deposits 
13. Personnel Employmant Bookkeeper 
Record 
14. Quarterly Tax Bookkeeper 
Returns 
15. Federal 1~-2 and Book.t~eeper 
Federal Unemplo~~ent 
Return 
ILLUSTRATION 1J 
ACTION TAKEN 
1. Set up record from 
application. 
l. Have new employee 
complete and sign. 
1. Complete daily. 
2. End of pay period 
total and sign. 
1. Verify hours worked 
and sign. 
l. Verify accuracy and 
completeness 
1. Compute pay (a) 
regular, (b) overtime, 
(c) gross, (d) with-
holding, (e) net. 
2. Record on personnel 
record. 
l. Write payroll check 
for net. 
2. Attach an advice of 
payment. 
3. Give to check signer 
with envelope. 
l. Sign check. 
2. Put check in envelope 
and seal it. 
l. Distribute checks in 
envelope on payday. 
l. Record individual 
check. 
2. Total register and 
crossfoot. 
3 . Write and record 
checks for withholding 
l. Deposit check in pay-
roll account for total 
payroll. 
l. File, based on check 
registers. 
1. Total records to 
quarter and year-to-
date lines. 
1. Complete returns based 
on master personnel 
employment r.ecord. 
l. Prepare and file 
returns with federal 
and state. 
2. Distribute w-2 by 
Januar~• 3l:;t. 
~sa;;:.·-=,..· 
PERSONNEL EMPL<;lYMENT RECORD SCHEOULE ·G-
s.s. No. 9~7- ~ b- 43¢/ SIX MONTH PERIOD ENDING 14 -31- Zfc 
MARITAL STATUS 5 IN CASE OF EMERGENCY 
NAME ' Kareo Jane..$ 
ADDRESS /3 51- i ¢. +h St . .5. E'. 
NO. EXEMPTIONS I NOTIFY JhfXJ .Jotlt.S RELATIONSHIPOJO·t her 
DATE HIRED q- J - 7 8 PHONE _--~,7..ck....L.S'_- .r...::l ~~ ..1~lj:.._ ___ _ 
NOTES-----------------
7 --... yauc±ow~ .rouJa 51111 
'
f... ... NE ( S I$) ]1.,5- 4.3 a I 
,POSITION ClerK 
RATE OT RATE FROM TO 
'-
- - -, 
- CIRCLE QUARTER 1ST RO 
· ~ ~ 4-G q I 7E · 3 1-?~ · 
- - -
PAY HOURS WORKED GROSS PAY WITHHOLDING NET ' CHECK' 
1
. PERIOD 
ENDED REG O.T. 
q-1!- <;o 
t q-~ ~<) -
l 
~ 
l 
r fl' I 
j 
{ 
lJ 
I 
.• 
II 
• I 
J 
l 
.. 
QUARTER TOTAL 
YEAR·TO·DATE TOTAL 
/0 -L~ ~0 ,1.S 
Jr.-3/ q~c LOO 
11-r~ ~0 
Jl-, 1D ~~ t.l.ctJ 
JJ -J;' go .s-o 
I],·-~ j q~c .5.00 
,_ 
QUARTER TOTAL 
YEAR TO DATE: TOTAL 
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REG O.T. TOTAL 
I&U.co 184.0l> 
an!J. 4o jo1.J/l'l 
-
'33b. 4~ 1 .1~l,l/D 
3,qt,.40 .Jj l.tJo 
I 8LJ..no /.:J,09 I'll, o~ 
~.~D. gO _?,,J./.~~ ~a4~ 
134 DO I ~t/. CO 
IJ.NVIC /.3. ~,, ~lt.. !i..D 
fgi..J ,m 1.'1J 18~;·7E 
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VII. PETTY CASH 
A. Purpose 
A petty cash fund may be established to handle disbursements 
for small non-reoccurring items on a cash basis. This avoids 
writing checks for insignificant amounts. 
B. Procedure 
Establishment of the petty cash fund will be handled as 
follows: 
1. Designate an individual who is in the office during most 
regular working hours as "custodian" of the petty cash fund. This 
may or may not be the bookkeeper. The individual must be willing 
to accept responsibility for the cash and account for any over or 
shortages in the fund. 
2. Determine a proper amount needed in the fund with the 
following guidelines in mind: 
a. The amount should be sufficient to cover required 
disbursements from the account in a period of at least two weeks but 
not more than would be required in a month to a month and a half. 
b. The amount should normally be not less than $10 nor 
more than $75. 
3. Write a check on the general checking account for the 
determined amount of the fund. Hake the check payable to the cus-
todian of the account indicating "Petty Cash" behind his or her name. 
(Example: Karen Jones- Petty Cash). Establish a general ledger 
balance sheet account in the Asset/Cash category of the chart of 
accounts to cover the account. The disbursement to establish the 
account will be charged to this account on the check register. 
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4. The petty cash custodian will take the check to the 
bank and have it cashed. A reasonable amount of various denomina-
tions of cash and change should be obtained to permit payments in 
exact amounts. 
5. The cash should be properly secured in a locked desk 
or file cabinet and box with the custodian retaining the key. One 
additional key should be held by a responsible person for emergencies 
only. 
C. Disbursements 
Disbursements are made from the account with the following 
restrictions: 
1. Disbursements be made only by the custodian of the fund. 
2. Disbursements be made only in return for a proper re-
ceipt. This may be in the form of a cash register receipt, invoice 
marked paid or written verification, by the recipient of the cash, 
that the goods and services were provided and cash received. 
3. That the following information be indicated on the 
invoice or a small (approximately 3" x 5") Petty Cash voucher (per 
format of example Schedule J, page 65 ) may be designed for attach-
ment to the invoice to carry the information: 
a. 
b. 
c. 
chase is made 
d. 
e. 
f. 
g. 
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4. That individual disbursements be no more than three 
dollars. Exceptions to this would be only when the goods or ser-
vices are needed from a particular company or individual not 
accepting checks. All disbursements over five dollars should have 
prior approval of a responsible individual (director or person re-
sponsible for signing checks, etc.). 
5. That the petty cash custodian be satisfied that the 
goods or services were received and properly ordered. 
6. Employees of the project required to make small pur-
chases on a cash basis may be advanced a reasonable amount of money. 
A signed receipt must be obtained from the employee specifying the 
amount of advance. The receipt will be returned when cash or pur-
chase verification is given to the petty cash custodian. 
D. Reimbursement 
Reimbursements of the petty cash fund are made as needed but 
should be within one month of the previous reimbursement. This is 
done as follows: 
1. The petty cash custodian will remove all receipts from 
the petty cash fund and run an adding machine tape of the amounts 
disbursed. The total of these receipts plus the amount of cash 
remaining in the fund must equal the amount of the fund. Any vari-
ations must be accounted for. 
2. The petty cash custodian will recap the expenditures by 
account number. 
a. Prepare a list of general ledger account numbers 
(listing each account number only once) in numerical order as indi-
cated on the receipts or petty cash voucher form. 
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b. Indicate the amount charged to each account on all 
items. Verify that the total chargeable to each account number 
equals the amount to be reimbursed. 
3. The receipts with the account recap is given to the book-
keeper to process for payment. 
4. The bookkeeper will process a check in the amount of 
the total receipts and payable to the petty cash custodian. (Example: 
Karen Jones- Petty Cash). The accounts and amounts indicated by 
the custodian are to be charged on the check register. 
5. After the check is reviewed and signed, it is given to 
the petty cash custodian to be cashed at the bank. 
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VIII. IN-KIND CONTRIBUTIONS 
A. Purpose 
In order to recognize a total value of services provided by 
the program, In-Kind contributions should be recorded into the ac-
counting system. Also, in many cases In-Kind contributions are im-
portant as matching requirements in obtaining governmental funds. 
B. Definition 
In-Kind contributions are non-cash contributions made to 
the program including real property, equipment, and goods and ser-
vices directly benefiting and specifically identifiable to the 
program. 
c. Procedures 
The value of In-Kind contributions must be determined and 
documented prior to their being recorded in the accounting records. 
This includes determining the true market value of each good or 
service to be considered as In-Kind. Volunteer labor recorded as 
In-Kind should be at a rate consistent with wage rates paid for 
similar work in the local government or private sector. Value of 
goods or supplies donated to the program should again be based on 
true market value. Large contributions of equipment, buildings or 
land would require an appraisal by a local professional appraiser. 
Documentation similar to support for cash payments from the pro-
gram should be provided for In-Kind contributions. This would in-
clude time sheets signed by the volunteer or an itemization of goods 
and services including rates and total amount signed by the contrib-
utor. 
Record the In-Kind services into the accounting records using 
an "In-Kind Register" (per format of Schedule K, page 68) as follows: 
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1. Indicate the month covered in the heading. 
2. Received From - list the volunteer or contributer. 
3. Description - provide a brief description of the goods 
or services provided by the funding source. 
4. Expense Account - give the appropriate general ledger 
expense account to be charged for the services or goods provided. 
Use a separate line for each account. 
5. Amount - indicate the value of the goods or services 
received from each source. Total this column. 
If there are a large number of In-Kind services received, a 
recap of the expenses should be made at the end of each month on a 
separate In-Kind Register form. If In-Kind contributions are con-
sistent throughout the year, this register may be photocopied 
monthly, changing only the month name. 
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IX. JOURNAL ENTRIES 
A. Purpose 
A journal Entry Register (may be referred to as a journal 
voucher) is maintained to handle necessary accounting entries other 
than those based on cash receipts, cash disbursements or in-kind 
contributions. Programs on a cash basis accounting will require 
only a limited number of journal entries being basically corrections 
or adjustments from prior periods. However, the journal entry pro-
vides the basis for entering all accrual activity for those programs 
on an accrual basis. The program may elect to utilize this accrual 
accounting system monthly or only at year end. 
B. Procedure 
1. Journal entry activities - following are typical journal 
entries made on accrual basis accounting: 
a. Record Accounts Payable: 
Debit - Appropriate Expense Account 
Credit - Accounts Payable 
b. Record Accounts Receivable 
Debit - Accounts Receivable 
Credit - Appropriate Income Account 
NOTE: Accounts receivable and accounts payable entries are 
reversed at the beginning of the following month. 
c. Write-off Pre-paid Insurance 
Debit - Insurance Expense 
Credit - Pre-paid Insurance 
Refer to Section V of the PLAM for entries associated with Fixed 
Assets and Section XVI for year end entries. Other entries will 
need to be made as appropriate. 
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2. Recording Journal Entries - utilize a journal entry form 
(per Schedule L, page 71). These forms can be purchased from sta-
tionery stores or may be designed by the program as desired. The 
journal entry must provide the following information: 
a. The date that the journal entry is made. 
b. An assigned journal number. This can be consecutively 
assigned by page number beginning with "1" each year or assigned 
using the numerical month (example: December= 12) to precede the 
journal entry page number. 
c. The general ledger account name and number to be 
debited or credited. 
d. A separate column for the amount to be debited and 
the amount to be credited. 
e. A description line written below the entry explain-
ing the reason the entry was made. 
f. A total line at the bottom of the page for the debit 
and the credit columns. When the journal entry page is complete it 
is totaled to verify that these two columns equal. 
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X. GENERAL LEDGER 
A. Purpose 
A standard General Ledger is maintained to summarize finan-
cial activity by classifying it according to an account code struc-
ture. It proves accuracy in recording and posting the activities 
through a double entry system. 
B. Procedure 
Establish a general ledger made up of separate ledger sheets 
per format of Schedule M, page 76 (obtainable at most stationery 
stores) for each account within the chart of accounts. Maintain the 
ledger in an expandable binder. The ledger sheets will be headed 
with the account name and number, and provide columns for the fol-
lowing information: 
1. Date - indicate the year at the head of the column 
2. Description 
3. Entry source 
4. Amount of charge by modality 
5. Total charges for month for all modalities 
6. YTD account balances 
The ledger will be established with the proper balance sheet 
account beginning balances. 
At the end of each month, the following information will be 
posted to the general ledger: 
1. Cash receipts - refer to the Cash Receipts Journal "Re-
cap" Sheet. 
a. Post the total cash amount as a debit to the cash 
account. 
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b. Post the individual amounts as credits to the account 
numbers indicated. 
c. Indicate the month and last day of the month in the 
"Date" column and "CR" (cash receipts) in the source column of each 
line posted to the ledger. 
2. Cash Disbursements - refer to the Check Register "Recap" 
sheets. 
a. Post the total cash disbursements amount as a credit 
to the cash account. 
b. Post the individual amounts as debits to the account 
numbers indicated. 
c. Indicate the month and last day of the month in the 
"Date" column and "CD" (Cash Disbursements) in the source column of 
each line posted to in the general ledger. 
3. In-Kind - refer to the In-Kind Register 
a. Post the total to the In-Kind General Ledger Income 
account as a credit. 
b. Post the individual amounts as debits to the appro-
priate expense account. 
c. Indicate the month and last day of the month in the 
"Date" column and "IK" (In-Kind) in the source column of each line 
posted to the ledger. 
4. Post each line of the journal entry register to the 
appropriate general ledger account for the debit or credit amount 
as the case may be. Indicate the month and the last day of the 
month in the date column. Show "JE" followed by the number indicated 
at the top of the journal entry register page in the source column 
of each line posted in the general ledger. Place a checkmark by 
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the Journal Entry amount to verify that it has been posted. 
5. Leaf through the general ledger after posting all sources 
and add entries to all modalities across to the "Month Total" column 
and add activity for the month to the previous month end balance. 
Record this as the new balance. Note credit balances by indicating 
"CR" after the balance amount or place the amount in brackets. 
6. Add all ending balances in the ledger, adding in credit 
balances as negative amounts, to verify that all debits equal all 
credits. 
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GENERAL LEDGER POSTING 
SOURCE DESIGNATION DEBIT CREDIT 
Cash Receipts Journal CR · Cash Individual Accts. 
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Check Register CD Individual Cash 
Expenses per 
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In-Kind Register IK Individual In-Kind Income 
Expense Account 
Accounts 
Journal Entry JE Designated Designated Account 
Account 
DEBITS = CREDITS 
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XI. EXPENDITURE REPORT 
A. Purpose 
1. A monthly "Expenditure Report" is issued to report all 
expenditures made for the month. The report will provide informa-
tion as to the amount of: 
a. Cost charged to each general ledger account 
b. Cost incurred by each department 
c. The source of the funds expended 
This will provide information for internal management 
of funds and a basis for generating other internal and external 
reports as needed. 
B. Procedure 
1. Prepare an "Expenditure Report" per format of Schedule 
Nand N-1, page 81. If the program is on an accrual basis of 
accounting it must be decided whether it would be of more benefit 
to prepare this report on a cash or accrual basis. In that a basic 
purpose for the report is for reporting to funders, this may decide 
the basis for reporting. 
NOTE: If major funding is on a cash reimbursement basis such 
as IDSA, this report on a cash basis would provide the source 
for reporting. In this case, the information will be obtained 
from the general ledger following the posting of the cash re-
ceipts journal, cash disbursements journal, and the In-Kind 
register. If the report is on an accrual basis, the informa-
tion will be obtained from the general ledger following the 
complete monthly posting including journal entries. 
2. Complete the heading of the report with the report title 
(Expenditure Report) and month covered. 
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3. Complete the "Account-Line Item" section by listing 
each expense account number and name. Also include each position 
title under the salaries category. Provide a sub-total line fol-
lowing each expense category. Use as many pages as needed. 
NOTE: These accounts may be included on a pre-printed schedule 
and photocopied each month. This will avoid the necessity 
for manually copying the account name and number information. 
4. Complete the "Modality Expenditure" section. 
a. Indicate the name of each of the program modalities 
in a separate column heading of this section. 
b. Post the monthly activity for the particular depart-
ment from the general ledger in the "Month" column. 
crual basis as appropriate). 
(Cash or ac-
c. Total the amount in each of the month columns across 
to the total-month column. 
d. Total each month column down to the "Total" line 
on the last page of the Expenditure Report. Total each month total 
across to the total column to verify that it balances. 
e. Complete the modality Year-To-Date (YTD) column by 
adding the amount in the month column to the amount shown in the YTD 
column of previous months report. 
f. Add the amounts on each line of the YTD columns 
across to the YTD total column and each YTD column down to the total 
line. 
g. Add each modalities month column total to the same 
modalities YTD column on the prior month report and verify that the 
sum equals the current month YTD column total. 
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5. Complete the "Funding Source" section of the Expenditure 
Report. Based on the distribution of costs per the Funding Source -
Operating Budget Worksheet, distribute the months charges by line 
item. 
a. Identify those funding sources providing restricted 
funds. Of these sources determine which sources pay for specific 
charges to a line item versus only a portion of any cost charged 
to that line item. 
EXAMPLE: In-Kind income is for a specific item as is CETA 
funding source for certain positions and cost relating to 
them. Some grants such as many IDSA contracts are restricted 
in that they are based on a line item budget but may cover a 
portion of any charges made to that line item rather than 
specific charges made to it. 
6. Based on the monthly expenditures in the "Modality 
Expenditure" section, list the cost of those items specificially 
restricted on the expense line and in the appropriate funding col-
umn. 
7. Based on the documentation for the distribution of costs, 
distribute the non-restricted costs for each line item or the bal-
ance of each line item (after allocating restricted fund expendi-
tures) to the appropriate funding source. This will normally in-
volve a distribution on one of the following basis: 
(1) all to one funding source, 
(2) a portion to two or more funding sources based 
on a percentage to each, 
(3) a round amount (example: budget is $1,200 
annual so $100 month) to one or more sources with the balance to 
6/78 
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another source. 
c. Complete the matching section across the bottom of 
the Expenditure Report as follows: 
(1) Compute the amount of match required for each 
funding source. 
EXAMPLE: IDSA contract is based on 60% funding/40% match. To 
determine the 40% match required for the 60% funding of the 
current month expenditures, divide the month expenditures of 
$9,291.67 by 60% to arrive at 100% of the contract. This total 
contract amount times 40% gives the match requirement of 
$6,194.45 ($9,291.67 + .60 = $15,486.12 X .40 = $6,194.45). 
(2) Indicate the total month expenditures on the 
match line for those funding sources where they are totally budgeted 
as match. 
(3) Deduct the matching items arrived at in (2) 
above from the total matching requirement arrived at in (1) above, 
and enter the difference in the source column where the total fund-
ing is not required as match for the particular funding source. 
EXAMPLE: The budget shows all of City-County and CETA funding 
required as match for IDSA. Month expenditures charged to these 
sources are $3,234.90 and $1,024.50 respectively, totaling 
$4,259.40. The remaining $1,935.05 required to meet IDSA's 
monthly match of $6,194.45 is charged to In-Kind ($653.53) and 
the balance of $1,281.52 to client billings in that only a por-
tion of this funding is budgeted to IDSA match. 
(4) Deduct the amount of match used for each fund-
ing source from the expenditures (total line) and record the dif-
ference in the appropriate column of the "Non-Match" line. 
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XII. FUND STATEMENT 
A. Purpose 
The fund statement maintains a record of cash balances for 
each funding source included in the total cash balance. Also, it 
provides a report summarizing the cash activity for each funding 
source on a monthly basis. It may be used as a management tool in 
ascertaining and projecting funding needs. 
B. Procedure 
1. Prepare a "Fund Statement" form (per format of Schedule 
0, page 84), with the statement title (Fund Statement), and month 
covered in the heading. List column headings to provide the follow-
ing information: 
a. Description - describe the type of activity including: 
(1) Beginning cash balance 
(2) Receipts 
(3) Total funds available for the month 
(4) Cash disbursements 
(5) Cash balance at the end of the month 
b. "Total Cash" column. 
c. "Fund Source" section - list each funding source for 
which funds are segregated in the Funding Source section of the 
Expenditure Report. 
2. Record the cash activity as follows: 
a. Beginning Cash Balance - once this reporting system 
has been established, the beginning balances, in total and each 
funding source, will be obtained directly from the line "Cash Bal-
ance End of Month" on the previous month "Funds Statement." 
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XIII. FINANCIAL ACTIVITY STATEMENT 
A. Purpose 
Monthly and/or Quarterly Financial Reports must be prepared 
to meet both internal and external needs. Internal needs include 
reports for staff management and the Board of Directors as well as 
the accounting department for the purpose of analysis reports in 
establishing billing rates, etc. External reports must be prepared 
for funders, the public and governmental agencies. The type and 
degree of comprehensiveness of the report must relate to the re-
quirements of area of need for which it is being prepared. 
A report which commonly meets the needs of a number of these 
areas, especially that of the Board of Directors, is the Financial 
Activity Statement. Management decisions can be made from this re-
port by comparing actual and budgeted activities. These include the 
need for adjusting spending levels (or program activities resulting 
in spending levels) emphasis on generating program revenue, and the 
need for budget revisions. 
B. Procedure 
The report may be completed on either a monthly basis or only 
at the end of each quarter; depending on the needs of the program. 
1. Preparation of form: (see format Schedule P, page 88). 
a. In the heading of the form, indicate the form title 
(Financial Activity Statement) and the month or three months (if 
quarter) covered. 
b. Prepare a description column headed "account." In 
this column, make two categories or sub-headings. 
(1) The first sub-heading is "Revenue". List each 
General Ledger income account in this section followed by a "Total 
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Income" line. 
(2) The second section in the Account column is 
headed "Expenses." List each General Ledger Expense Account in this 
section or as an alternative, use only category totals. This will 
make the statement more summarized which may be more appropriate for 
certain purposes such as presentation to Board of Directors. 
EXAMPLE: Occupancy line items would include all accounts in 
that category of rent, utilities, maintenance, etc. 
(3) Provide a "Total Expense" line at the end of 
the section. 
(4) Provide a "Net" line at the bottom of the page. 
It is suggested that the Income and Expense line items be entered 
on the master form for duplication at the end of each month (or 
quarter) . 
c. The next section of the form is the "Activity- Actual." 
Under this section indicate two columns: "Quarter" or "Month," as 
appropriate, and "Year-To-Date." 
d. The next column will be headed "Budget." 
e. The final column on the form will be headed "Percent 
Actual of Budget." 
2. Utilization of Financial Activity Statement 
a. At the end of each month (quarter if appropriate) com-
plete the statement as follows. 
(1) Post the monthly (or quarterly) activity and 
account balance from each of the General Ledger income and expense 
accounts to the appropriate line. Total each section and deduct the 
total expenses from the total income for both the month (or quarter) 
and year-to-date. Indicate the difference on the "Net" line. If 
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the expenses are greater than the income, indicate the difference in 
brackets. 
(2) Copy each budgeted line item amount from the 
Operating Budget and indicate on the appropriate line in the "Budget" 
section. 
(3) Compute the percentage that the year-to-date ac-
tual income and expense is of the total annual budget. Indicate this 
percentage on the appropriate line. Compute the percentage of the 
year that has elapsed and indicate that total in the appropriate line 
at the top of the form above the "Percent Actual of Budget" column. 
EXAMPLE: If the Report is at September 30 and the program is on 
a July-June fiscal year; September is the third month in the 
year. 3 t 12 months (in the year) = 25%. 
b. This report can be completed for the total program or 
by modality as considered appropriate and useful by the program. 
c. As an alternative, if the report is being prepared only 
on a quarterly basis the actual "Quarter to Date" budget amounts can 
be shown in the Budget column. These amounts would come from the 
quarterly distribution of the budget. The percentage would be com-
puted as in lc above except the "Percent of Year Elapsed" section 
would not be completed. 
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FINANCIAL ACTIVITY STATEMENT 
ACTIVITY - ACTUAL 
ACCOUNT _Ql.JAKf~R 'Yl!:AR ·1u "DATE 
REVENUE: 
·i -SCHEDULE ,P 
! 
·-
PERCENT OF YEAR 
ELAPSED 3t1 tf/; 
BUIXEr · 
IDSA Treatment Contract .-. .2 9. 3 "' fl G~ .s/L! 11 " 7 c / ' ..- S / 
IDSA-Education . I t/75 £1. ~56 '? . ..57t: 57/. 
Salaries: 
Secretarv/Receptionist 1. ~~ q -1. Q/JJ ~- ~.J7 ' -o 
OCCUPANCY 
Utilities I .. 5 J(;: .J S!L/-
TOTAL EXPENSES 
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XIV. IDSA REIMBURSEMENT REQUIREMENTS 
A. Policy 
IDSA contracts with substance abuse programs (originating 
with either federal or state funds) include a line item budget list-
ing those costs which will be paid by IDSA under the terms of the 
contract. These costs will be paid by IDSA only in reimbursement 
of those costs previously being paid by the program. The contract 
is therefore termed a "Cost Reimbursement" contract. These costs 
plus costs designated as matching funds under the contract must be 
reported to IDSA for reimbursement. 
B. Procedure 
IDSA contracts with local substance abuse programs may or 
may not require that the program provide local matching funds (re-
lating to IDSA requirements in fulfilling contracts and obtaining 
these funds from various federal or state governmental agencies). 
When local matching funds are required, expenditures made with these 
funds must also be reported to IDSA as a prerequisite for payment. 
1. Claims for reimbursement under the IDSA contract are 
made by completing a "Contract Reimbursement Request" form per 
Schedule R, page 98 which must be supported by an "IDSA Contract 
Expenditures Report." 
a. Programs with contracts requiring matching funds 
are required to report the expenditure of those funds as well as 
IDSA Funds on the IDSA Contract Expenditure Report, Schedule Q-1, 
see page 96. This report is completed as follows: 
(1) Show the report title "IDSA Contract Expendi-
ture Report and the month of the report in the heading. 
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(2) In the "Account-Line Item Name" column, list 
each account name as included in the IDSA contracts. This will 
normally include an itemization of salary positions and subtotals 
after each section. Use as many pages as necessary. 
(3) Indicate in the appropriate column, Match Cash, 
Match In-Kind, IDSA, and total in the "Annual Budget section, the 
budgeted funds per the IDSA contract. 
NOTE: Steps (2) and (3) can be entered on the forms master 
copy and duplicated monthly. 
(4) Complete the "Month Expenditure" section by 
referring to the program Expenditure Report and posting the costs 
from the Fund Source section on the appropriate line item and col-
umn. 
(a) IDSA costs will be posted from the IDSA 
column of the report by line item. 
(b) Refer to the "Matching" section of the 
Funding Source Program Operating Budget. Note those funding sources 
providing cash match to the IDSA Contract. Total the month's expen-
ditures to the appropriate column and line items of the IDSA Con-
tract Expenditure Report. 
(c) Total each column in this section. Note 
that the IDSA column total dropped to the "Reimbursement Request" 
line. 
(5) Complete the Year-To-Date Expenditure section 
of the report. Add the amounts for each column and line item from 
the previous months report to the relating column and line item 
amount of the Month Expenditure section. Indicate the total in 
the appropriate column and line item of this section. Total these 
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columns down and across to verify that they equal. 
(6) Compute the percentage information across the 
bottom of the form. 
(a) Percentage of period total - the total 
column of each section (Annual Budget, Month Expenditures, and 
Year-To-Date Expenditures) will represent 100%. Enter 100% on this 
line under the column totals. Compute the percentage that totals 
in each funding column (Match, Cash, Match In-Kind and IDSA) repre-
sents of the total column. 
(b) Percentage of budget expended - the total 
of each fund source column (Match Cash, Match In-Kind and IDSA and 
total) listed under the Annual Budget section represents 100%. 
Enter the 100% on the second line under the total of each of these 
columns. Compute the percentage that the corresponding column total 
under the "Month Expenditure" and "Year-To-Date Expenditure" section 
represent of the column total under the "Annual Budget" section. 
b. Programs with contracts not requiring matching 
funds are required to report those monthly expenditures covered by 
the IDSA contract on the IDSA Contract Expenditure Report Schedule 
Q-2. (Example, page 97.) 
The report is completed as follows: 
(1) Complete the heading with the month of the re-
port. 
(2) In the "Account-Line Item Name" column, list 
each account name as included in the IDSA contract. This will 
normally inc·lude an itemization of salary positions and subtotals 
after each section. Use as many pages as necessary. 
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The form must be signed by the Director and/or Fiscal Officer. 
d. At the end of each month, mail the following re-
ports to IDSA to request reimbursement for expenditures under the 
IDSA contract: 
(1) Contract Reimbursement Request (2 copies with 
original signatures). 
(2) IDAA Contract Financial Report (2 copies). 
2. At the end of each fiscal quarter the total program 
revenue and expenses for that quarter and accumulated revenue and 
expense activity for the fiscal year must be reported to IDSA per 
the contract agreement. This requirement is fulfilled with the 
completion of the "Quarterly Financial Activity Report", IDSA 
ScheduleS, (Example: page 99 ). This form will be provided by 
IDSA and completed as follows: 
a. Complete the first section of page one (items 1-4) 
by indicating the program's name, address and telephone number, the 
beginning and ending date of project fiscal year, and the ending 
date of the fiscal quarter for which the report is being prepared. 
The report may be completed on a cash or accrual basis as consistent 
with the agency records. This indication must be made as item 4 
of the report. 
b. The second section of the report (item 5) is com-
pleted with an indication of the name and signature of the fiscal 
director, the project executive director, and the chairperson or 
president of the Board of Directors. 
c. The third section (item 6) is a report of the total 
agency's revenue. The report will carry the names and budgeted 
amounts of each revenue line item per the grant application for the 
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date for each class. These totals may most appropriately be ob-
tained from the Personnel Employment Record. Total the quarterly 
and year-to-date columns and tie these totals to the salary line 
item of the Expenditure Report (Page 2, Item 7). 
The Quarterly Financial Activity Report is due in the IDSA 
office by the 20th of the month following the end of the quarter. 
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--- --~~~~~a --- ............... ............ L._.....-- -....~ -I--..__ -- .:.-__ ----... . --~ . _...--......_ ~ 
Food._ ............ ,/' 8 4~~<1.150 ~n1Ji: ..... ,:tm.oo Jto~.1/ln U3JftJ ._ JI..:J.oo.M 'NJ 
Subscriptions 5 Publications ·~ 45 45 £(X) _,£00 £.0() 5M 
~~~ ~~ ------~ ~~- --- -....._.-- -~ 
c::--...... - ...,....-_ . ....,......._ -- --- . 
I 
----~ 
-..._.....-
............._..,. 
-
............................... r- ..:..... 
! I 
TOTAL 70 039 9 321 119,790 119 . 65!1 s-s-*92. {.~J$3~ 1s-./8L.!J.. 13tB~7.94 ~9/.'" ss, ess .'II '/9,1':-7~ 
REIMBURSEMENT REQUEST I Cf/l'IU? 
PERCENTAGE OF PERIOD TOTAL 
PERCENTAGE OF BUDGET EXPE!"4D~O 
I 
\0 
0\ 
I 
:,.__j 
-o IDSA CONTRACT EXPENDITURE REPORT 
________ De_c_e~m~b~e~r _________ 19 78 
----- ·- ··- - - ·-------·--·- -· 
SCHEDULE: ()·2. 
,.---------------~~--~------------
ACCOUNT MONTH V.T.D. 
ANNUAL BUDGET l ~----------L-IN_E_I-TE_M_N_A_M_E-------------+------------4---~X_P_E_N_D-IT_U_R_E_S-+-E-X-P~EN~0-1-TU_R_E_S~~ 
Salaries - Administrative 
l \ ~ __ P __ ro_g~r_a_m __ D_i_r_e_c_t_o_r ______________ -+--~1~2~,~0~0~0~-~0~0~--~~~~~~--~~~UL~ 
Residential Director 
0~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
1~~~~~~----r-~--+-~~~~~~ 
) . 76 ·060'. 00 
l ~----------------~----+-----4-~--~ Personnel Benefits 
FICA 4·, 60.1. 00 
Workmans Com ensation 
Food 8,400.00 
Subscri tions & Publications 45.00 
- --
~ 
.,.,.... 
---....... 
......,.,_ .-......._ ~ --......... 
U. 
f 
u 
i ~ 
u 
~ - . 
·.· 
TOTAL 
[ i PERCENTAGE OF BUDGET EXPENDED. 
·u· MONTH ~ •· 1 Y.T.D. 35, .a 
6/78 . 
. . . 
. . 
• ' 
.. 
. .. .  
119,790.00 
REIMBURSEMENT REQUEST 
--
...... 
-----
~- ....,.,..---
.. .. 
' • · • 
.. .. 
. . 
·. ' 
. . 
·• . . ' 
~· 
. . 
.. 
---- -- ~ ii?.l/l 
-- --7.8,9i~1 . -· · --
·- 1 , I 
Dale 
- ..-
IN" ACCOON'f WITH-
THE STATE OF lOWA 
-
...__._ ._,__ 
REPORT FOR MONTH/YEAR OF: 
December, 1978 ~ 
CONTRACT PERIOD: ~ 
__. ==:J :=J 
-
VO~J~ner 1;. 
4CD Claim No. 
Date Allowed Date Paid 
S::.ple 
Invoices 
or 
Receipts 
Here 
Mid-Iowa Substance Abuse 
Claima nt 's Name and Address 7 I 1 I 7 8 - 6 I 30 I 7 9 ~ 1----:--:-:-.:--:-::---+------1 PROJECT TITLE: ~ Audited By Warrant No. Center r: 
Treatment Services ~ 
CLAD1ANT 1 S CERTIFICATION 53 1 Amount Cl al:ned I Amount Allowed 
::'l (Type In) 
0 
z ~a behalf o: ~ne appZiaant listed above~ 
:.:Je do aerti:":: that the items for which 
payment is r::!aiff.ed were Furnished for the 
Substanae t.buse Program business under the 
authority o; ~~e kr~ and aontraat entered 
into with the Iowa Dept . of Substanae 
Abuse and the~ ~he aharges are reasonable~ 
proper~ and ocrreat~ and no part o: this 
alaim has bee;: oaid. 
~I $ - I $ 
::QT Name of C!aimant (type In) 
0 
0 
z 
0 
8 
~ 
:>:! 
H 
8 
t'.l 
£~ba" .t U).A, Ru J- Y- ?9 
FISCAL OFFICER DATE 
8 
0 
8 
::c 
t'.ll 
:>:! 
~~ /-S"-71 
PPROJE~ DIRECTOR DATE 
H 
G) 
~I 
0 
1-:j 
8 
::c 
H 
Ul 
Ul 
'1:! 
:J::o 
() 
AMOCNT OF REIMBURSEMENT REQUEST: $ 7 ,291.67 
t'.l (The above ~Qunt shculd be the budget total j~?r ID£~ 
funds expended this month on the finanaiaZ s-:;atementJ 
FINANCIAL STATE~ffiNT (see attached statement) 
Mail two copies of completed forms to: 
Io.,.,a Department of Substance Abuse 
Sui~e 202, Insuran=e Exchange Bldg. 
505 Fifth Avenue 
Des ~:cines , I a\.; a 503 19 
AGENCY'S CERTIFICATION 
hereby certify that the abv ve expenses wt:r~ i~ ;·~rred and 
the amounts are correct an,j ; hould be paid fro :-:-. : ~. ::: fund s 
~en. Asm. 
~priateJ by: 1 
Code sec. I oR! Chav:e' ; Sec. I 
~-~~-~------ ·---·-·-·----1 AutnonLel'l S:c;nl~ urc I 
i 
Allocation 
Code No. 
3501 
id-Iowa Subst. Abuse Ctr. 
1200 Linden Lane 
Allentown, Iowa 51111 
Department 
Department of Substance Abuse 
Center No. 
2779 2112 i I $ I 
(DO NOT WR 1- :: IN THIS SP.C.C::; 
Amount 
0 
u 
lJ 
u 
!owa Department of Substance Abuse 
Suite 202, Insurance Exchange Building 
505 Fifth Avenue 
SEMI-ANNUAL FINANCIAL 
Des Moines, Iowa 50319 
(515) 281-3641 
by 45 days after report date 
1. Applicant: legal name, address, and telephone) 
Mid-Iowa Substance Abuse Center 
1200 Linden Lane 
ACTIVITY REPORT 
2. Project Fiscal Period: 
7/ 1/ 78 - 6/ 30/79 
Allentown, Iowa 51111 
4. Accounting Basis: (check one) 
Cash X Accrual 
3. Report Date: (check one) 
~December 31, 19~(6 mo.) 
_June 30, 19_ (12 mo.) 
5. I hereby affirm that the information contained 
in this report. does, to the best of my knowledge, 
represent the total revenue and expenditures for 
the program and period specified. 
PROJECT DIRECTOR: 
. . 
FISCAL OFFICER: 
\j ~~~ / 
... ..-. / .· I ' 
. . 
Signature 
/'~~ /~·· _ll 1.: t _ 
Signature 
BOARD OF DIRECTORS CHAIRPERSON 
OR .PRESIDENT: 
January 30, 1979 
Date 
6. Revenue Report(Use only the categories 
provided. Group all unspecified 
sources in "Other"and provide detail 
on page two) 
Department of Substance Abuse •.•••••.••••• 
\ \ ··, 
Signature 
_ ___,_,: _____ _ 
State-wide Service Grant ····· · ········-----------------
NIAAA (Direct) ......••..•..•••...•..•.• 
-----------
CETA or PSE ·············~ETA'''''''''''''-~~~~-----
Other State (Identify) ··--------
Other Federal (Identify) ··-----------
City Government (Detail in part 7) •••••••• __ ~~~------­
County Government (Detail in part 8) •••••• 
-------------
Client Fees ... . . . ... .. . . . . .. . ............. ---------
Insurance~ ......... . .. .. .. . . . .... . ........ ---------
Food Stamps·········· · ········ · ······· · ··------------
Other Third Party··· · ····················-------------
United Way . • . • • . • • • • . • . • . • • • • . • • . • . •••••• --n-....,......,..-----
In-kind Contributions •.... . .....•.• • ..••• __ 9~,8~2~1~-----
0ther Donations .... . ...•. •. ••.••. . . •• .•.. __ 3_,o_o_o ____ __ 
Carry-over Funds .. ......... .. ............ ------------
other (Detail in part 9) ..•...•• • . . . . . .. . __ a_,_l_6o ___ __ 
TOTAL 220 ,991 ..... ......... ...... ...... .. ========= 
I ! 
5,0~0 :>I 
-u- -a-
3,390 42 
89 , 890 41 
n· 
l 
1 
] 
u 
u 
o· 
u 
lJ 
0 
7. Detail of City Government Revenue: 
m:me of City 
Joysville 
Allan town 
Greenville 
Total City 
8. Detail of County Revenue: 
Name of County 
Jones 
Wash~ngton 
Brown 
Frankhn 
Total County 
9. Detail of Other Revenue:, 
Source 
Title XX 
Total Other 
Year-to-date 
Revenue 
300 
-o-
400 
700 
8,720 
2,450 
980 
1,250 
250 
13,650 
3,390 
3,390 
r 
l 
q 
n 
l 
J 
[ l 
u 
f 1 
lJ 
l J 
u 
10. Expenditure Report - Total Program: 
(Note: Program's internal financial report may be substituted for this 
section if all of the following information is provided) 
Expense Classification 
Salaries (Itemize in part 11 below). 
Personnel Benefits • •• .••.•••••.••••• 
Contracted Services .•••.•.•••••••.•• 
Travel . ............ .... ............ . 
Supplies . ....................... . .. . 
Telephone . ......................... . 
Space Costs • •••••••.•.••••••••••••.• 
Equipment . ......................... . 
Insurance . ....................... . . . 
Training and Education •••••••••••••• 
Other . ..................... . ... .. .. . 
Total Expense ••••• 
Annual Budget YTD Expense % of Budget 
133.162 62.762 47 
20,163 9,380 47 
11,950 6,445 54 
16,176 8,855 55 
575 355 62 
2, 770 1,145 41 
22,550 10,340 46 
425 425 100 
725 725 100 
395 
-o- -o-
12,100 6,170 51 
220,991 106,602 48 
ll.Salary Detail: (the total of the "IDSA Share" and/or "SWSG Share" columns must 
equal the YTD salarYreimbursement under the state or SWSG contracts. Attach 
onecopy each of the two quarterly federal 941 forms applicable to the six 
month period covered by this report. The total of salaries paid per the 
Form 94l's should equal the total of the "Total Program" column below.) 
Position/Last Name 
Director 
Accountant 
Data Coordinator 
Secretary 
Treatment Director 
Counselor A - O.P. 
B 
c 
Counselor-Resid. A 
B 
e 
Total from supplemental 
pages - if needed 
Total ..•.. ....• ... 
Total 
Program 
9 014 
5,500 
5,000 
3,500 
6,248 
4,800 
4,800 
4,800 
6 367 
6,367 
6 , 366 
62,762 
IDSA Share NIDA Share 
% Amount % Amount 
__27_ 6.000 
_B.2_ 4,500 
_.lL 2,500 
90 
---
3,150 
50 3,124 
---
90 4,320 
90 4,320 
---
_2Q_ 4.457 
__].Q_ 4,457 
36,828 
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XV. BUDGET REVISION 
A. Policy 
The budget should be reviewed approximately quarterly in 
relationship to actual financial activity in an attempt to ascer-
tain the degree of variance that is developing between the two. If 
significant variances within any line item of the budget (revenue or 
expense) develop, the decision will need to be made as to whether 
adjustments in program activities can or should be made to bring 
the actual activity in line with that budgeted. If it is decided 
that a change in the financial plan (the budget) is appropriate, a 
formal budget revision must be made and approved by the staff and 
Board of Directors. 
B. Procedure 
At the end of each quarter (or other period of time consid-
ered appropriate) the Financial Activity Statement should be reveiwed 
in detail noting those line items (both income and expenses) which 
are significantly in variance to the budget. These variances must 
be analyzed in an attempt to determine if these variances can or 
will be brought in line later in the fiscal year or if a change in 
the financial plan (budget) should be made. 
1. If changes in the budget are considered appropriate by 
the financial management staff and the executive director, a "Budget 
Revision Workpaper" per Schedule T, page 106 should be completed for 
those line items requiring revision. Complete the workpaper as 
follows for total program or by modality. 
a. Complete the heading of the report with the date of 
revision. 
6/78 
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b. List those line items in the "account" column which 
are being proposed for revision. 
c. In the "Basis for Revision" column, indicate the 
reason for revision and/or the new basis for the budgeted amount. 
d. List the budgeted amount for the line item from the 
appropriate modality column of the operating budget. 
e. Indicate the proposed budget amount for the partic-
ular line item in the final column of the report. 
f. Subtract the current amount from the proposed amount 
for each line item and indicate the difference in the "Revision" 
column with decreases in the budgeted amount being put in brackets. 
g. Add each of the. amount columns down to the "Total" 
line and verify that the current amount plus or minus the revision 
equals the proposed amount. 
h. The person preparing the worksheet should sign or 
initial the "Prepared by" line at the bottom of the form. 
2. The Program Operating Budget must be revised to reflect 
the proposed budget revisions for those line items being changed. 
Prepare an Operating Budget Worksheet to redistribute those line 
items by quarter, Modality and Funding Source. On a copy of the 
previously approved budget (be certain to maintain the original as 
approved), make the changes per the worksheets. 
3. Submit the "Budget Revision Workpaper" and revised copy 
of the "Program Operating Budget" to the Director and Board of 
Directors for approval. This approval must be documented on the 
bottom of the Budget Revision Workpaper, in the "approved" section. 
4. At such time that the board of directors approve a Pro-
gram Operating Budget revision, those items affecting the IDSA 
6/78 
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contract budget must also be approved by IDSA to generate a contract 
revision. The approval for the revision is obtained through the 
completion of an IDSA "Contract Budget Revision Request" form per 
Schedule U, page 107. 
NOTE: A variance of 10% up to $100 between actual reimbursed 
expenditure and the IDSA contracted budget is allowable for any 
line item under the IDSA contract without a budget revision. 
This applies to both IDSA and matching funds. These variances 
must be compensated for between line items with the total con-
tract amount remaining the same. 
The Contract budget Revision Request is completed as follows: 
1. Indicate the program's name, address and phone number 
in the "Applicant" section. 
2. If the contract covers a particular program within the 
agency, indicate that name in the "Project Title" section. If this 
is not a separate program within the agency, indicate "Same." 
3. Indicate the beginning and ending dates of the contract 
period. 
4. Complete section I, "Budget Line Item Revision Requested," 
section by listing each line item, per the contract, which is being 
requested for revision in the "Budget Line Item Description" section. 
Indicate the previously approved amount in the "Approved Amount" 
section in the appropriate column. Those contracts not requiring 
matching funds can leave the Cash Match and the In-Kind Match columns 
blank and complete only the IDSA column. 
5. Indicate the requested changes, for the appropriate line 
item and each of the columns as necessary, in the "Amount of Change 
Requested" column. Indicate decreases in budget amounts in brackets. 
6/78 
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6. Add the requested change amounts (subtract if in brackets) 
to the line item amount in the Approved Amounts section and record 
the total in the New Requested Total section under the appropriate 
column and across from the appropriate line item. 
7. Total each column down and verify that the amounts in 
the Approved Amount section plus or minus the amounts in the Amount 
of Change Request section equal the amount in the New Requested Total 
section. 
8. In the Narrative Revision Requested (section II) indi-
cate in narrative the reason for the change needed for each line 
item. As indicated at the bottom of the form, attach additional 
sheets where needed and send two (originals) signed copies to IDSA. 
The signature should be that of the director which is indicated in 
the top section of the form in the right-hand column. 
IDSA staff will review the request for revision and indicate 
approval, disapproval, or indicate what further information is re-
quired for processing the form. Upon return of the form from IDSA 
carrying the signature of an appropriate IDSA staff member, this form 
will constitute a formal contract revision. 
6/78 
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ACCOUNT 
SALARIES-
rreatment Director 
Counselor-O.P.{f4 
-106-
BUDGET REVISION 
WORKPAPER 
BASIS FOR REVISION 
$750 increaseapproved by Board 
New hire - started 2 m:mths later 
than budgeted 
CURRENT 
AHOUNT 
$14,833 
7 500 
SCHEDULE T 
\ 
REVISION 
I!'lCREAflE PROPOSED-
(DECREASE: AMOUNT 
750 $15 ,583 
(1,500) 6 ·000 
.. - --· ~ .-.. -~--~ ..... 
~ -~~ ·----------=-~-- ~ . 
. ; usmg :> nrstnn .~ :;;4U - buag~ ... ea · -
Medical Director 4 hrs. @ 40 · 1,920 480 2~400 
Audit Actual cost $270 over estimate 1,500 270 1,770 
TOTAL $25,753 
- 0 - $25,753 
Prepared by ___________ _ Approval: 
Director 
Board -----------
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n Iowa Dept. of Substance Abu'se 418- 6TH AVENUE UBERTY BLDG. SUITE 230 -107- SCHEDULE lL . CONTRACT BUDGET REVISION REQUEST 
n 
n.· 
rl 
n 
n 
I -
n -
i l 
II 
l j 
l t 
l J 
·. 
DES MOINES. IOWA 
(515) 281·3641 
APPLICANT: (NAME. MAILING ADDRESS. 
TELEPHONE) 
Mid-Iowa Substance Abus·e 
1200 Linden Lane · 
Allentown, Iowa 51111 
(322) 783-2479 
PROJECT TITLE: 
Treatment Seryices 
Center PROJECT PERIOD: 
7/-1/78 - 6/30(79 
SIGNATURE OF PROJECT DIRECTOR & DATE: 
12/5/78 
I. BUDGET LINE ITEM REVISION REQUESTED: 
0 BU'DGET LINE ITEM APPROVED· AMOUNT AMT. OF CHANGE NEW REQUESTED TOTAL z REQUEST 
::!: DESCRIPTION CASH IN·KIND 
IDSA I CASH IN-KIND CASH IN-KIND w IDSA I IDSA I t: MATCH MATCH MATCH MATCH MATCH MATCH 
1 SALARIES: 
2 Tr~tment Director I 14,833 750 15,583 
3 Cotmselor -:---~.875 5,625 (375) (112~ 
--
1,500 
---
4,500 
~ -- -------- ~ -- - --- ........ .. . -- · · .-. ·-~ 
. -- - --:::::-" 
-
. -
-5 CES. ~ . ::o--· . 
----
--~ -- -.. _ 
6 Medical Director 960 · -~ - i40-· · I 240 -1,200 1,200 
7 Audit 750 750 135 135 885 885 
8 
. -~-
----· 
9 
10 
--
TOTAL 3,585 J2,168 -0- -0- 3,585 ~2.168 
- - - -
II. NARRATIVE REVISION REQUESTED (OR BUDGET REVISION EXPLANATION} 
1 
2 Meritorious increase voted by_ Board for Treatment Director- $750.00 
3 New hi~e started 2 roonths later than olanned. 
4 
5 
6 M?dical director being used 5 hrsbmnth - 1 hr/nn. over budget A $40. 00 hour . 
7 Audit cost $270.00 more than anticipated. 
8 
-
9 
1-
10 
.. . 
· Ill. PROJECT FUNDING SUMMORY AFTER REVISION- ATTACH PROPOSED BUDGET FOLLOWING REVISION 
IV. APPROVAL 
0 APPROVED 0 DISAPPROVED 
•EXPLANATION ATTACHED 
0 FURTHER INFORMATION · 
REQUIRED• 
. ATTACH ADDITIONAL SHEETS WHERE NEEDED 
COMPLETE AND SEND TV'/0 SIGNED COPIES TO IDAA. 
6./78 
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XVI. CLOSING OF BOOKS 
A. Purpose 
Income and expense activities are accumulated in the account-
ing records for the current fiscal period only. At the end of this 
period, the activity must be summarized and transferred from the 
General Ledger Income and Expense Accounts to the permanent "Reserve" 
account. 
B. Procedure 
Following the completion of the accounting activities for 
the final month of the fiscal year (balancing of the general ledger), 
steps are to be taken to "close the books" for the period. 
NOTE: If the agency is on a "cash basis of accounting" through 
the year and adjust to "accrual" at the year end only; the ac-
crual entries (refer to section IX) must be made prior to the 
closing of the books. 
Steps to be taken are as follows: 
1. Review the balance sheet accounts to verify and provide 
documentation of the balances being accurate. This would include 
the following: 
a. Compare the general ledger cash balances to the bank 
reconciliation. 
b. Verify that the petty cash held plus unreimbursed 
receipts total the general ledger "Petty Cash" account total. 
c. Prepare a list of all accounts receivable and accounts 
payable showing the total equal to that of the respective general 
ledger accounts. Documentation should include invoices or accounts 
receivable/payable subsidiary ledger. 
6/78 
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d. Compute that portion of prepaid costs that have not 
been utilized (amount applicable from the beginning of the fiscal 
year to the renewal date) and compare to the General Ledger accounts. 
e. Itemize any significant inventories to be recorded 
on the books and compare to the General Ledger Account. 
f. Add the depreciation for those items purchased 
throughout the year to the depreciation for those items previously 
computed (per the Lapsing Schedule, referred to in Section V) and 
verify that the total of Reserve for Depreciation accounts are 
accurate. 
2. Close all General Ledger Expense accounts to the Reserve 
account. 
a. Prepare and post a journal entry crediting each in-
dividual General Ledger Expense account for the amount of the account 
balance and debiting the Reserve account for the total of the indi-
vidual expense accounts. Following the posting of this journal entry, 
the new balance for each expense account will be -0-. 
b. Draw a double line across all columns of each expense 
general ledger page just below the last entry to designate that it 
has been closed for the fiscal period. 
3. Close the "Income" accounts to the reserve account. 
a. Prepare a journal entry with a debit to each of 
General Ledger Income accounts and a credit to the Reserve account 
for the balance of the individual income accounts. Following the 
posting of this entry, the total of each individual income account 
will be -0-. 
b. Double rule each of the income accounts as indicated 
in 2-a above. 
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4. Total the General Ledger Reserve account and verify that 
the total general ledger (includes only Balance Sheet accounts at 
this point) is in balance with Debits equaling Credits. 
6/78 
A P P E N D I X 
"' ---.. 
-..J 
CD 
,, 
OPERATING BUDGET WORKSHEET 
Bv 
ACCOUNT 
ESTIMATION BASIS 
NUMBER I DESCRIPTION 
SCHEDULE A 
PERIOD-----------
-
TOTAL 
YEAn 
1-------+-~--f---.-------- ~,L=J__ I I I I~ 
----- --+ I 
1----+----------t--------------- -- +----+------1 
1-------- 1--- -n- - ---- -t------ --------- ______ _, ___________ ------------- ---t---=1------r---~E---t-- --------i 
~--+-- -------· ~ -------1---- - -----------1--
--··=· --1----+----+----+-----1-----l 
TOTAL 
a-
--
..... 
"' 
. 
ACCOUNT 
TOTAL BUDGET 
-
MA.TCtl.* 
NON-MATCH t 
FUNDING- SCYUJ::CcE 
OPERATING BUDGeiWORKSHEET 
FUNDING SOURCE 
BUDGET 
TOTAL 
., 
-
"'""-'----
sc~~~u':_e ~~~ J , 
I 
1-' 
1-' 
N 
I 
"' ~
.._, 
"" ACCOUNT 
1-----
BUDGET 
TOTAL 
----
PROGRAM OPERATING BUDGET 
----THROUGH-----
MODALITY 
- ------
SCHEOULE 8 
SOURCE 
---- --t----1----
~ ~ -
~-·-- ~-~ I --1 1----
--~-1--- ----1 I 
TOTAl BUDGET 
-1 I ~- I I --
IOAA CONTRACT MATCH$ -1 I . -----
----------------- ---- -lf-----1---t----
NON-MATCH$ 
• 
..... 
..... 
w 
• 
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CASH RECEIPTS JOURNAL 
SCHEDULE C 
-19 ___ _ 
ACCOUNT DAILY 
DATE RECEIVED FROM* DESCRIPTION DEPOSIT 
NUMBER AMT ICRI ICASH·DRI 
--
-
-
I 
--
TOTAL MONTH DEPOSIT 
. USECLHNT NUMBER INSTEAD OF INDIVIDUAL NAME . 
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SCHEDULE 0 
VOUCHER FORM 
PROJECT NAME __________________________________ ___ 
CHECK NUMBER 
VENDOR NAME-------------------------------------
INVOICE DATE VENDOR ADDRESS __________________________________ ___ 
(If not on support) 
DUE DATE 
PAYMENT DATE 
ACCOUNT NO. DESCRIPTION AMOUNT 
TOTAL 
PAYMENT APPROVED RECEIVED PURCHASE APPROV. CLERICAL CHECK 
6/78 
"' 
-
" 
"' PA VEE/DESCRIPTION 
--~-
------
--·---·-···-- --- -----
TOTAL 
CHECK REGISTER 
-------------------••-----
CHECK INFORMATION EXPENSE 
AMOUNT ACCOUNT AMOUNT DATE NUMBER lCASH I EXPENSE 
CREOITI NUMBER DE Bin 
-
~- ----
MODALITY CHARGES 
-- - - --
SCHEDULE E 
TOTAL 
' ,... 
,... 
"' ' 
-117- SCHEDULE F 
FIXED ASSET RECORD 
DESCRIPTION. SOURCE OF FUNDS: 
AGE WHEN ACQUIRED: ESTIMATED LIFE: SALVAGE VALUE (IF ANY): 
COST DEPRECIATION RECORD 
·-
DATE I BOOK VENDOR/DESCRIPTION AMOUNT YEAR RATE AMOUNT ACCUM. VALUE PURCHASE[) 
-
+ 
·--
SOLD, EXCHANGED, OR DISCARDED 
OVER (UNDER) DEBIT 
DATE DESCRIPTION AMT. BOOK ALLOW. VALUE 
6/78 
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PERSONNEL EMPLOYMENT RECORD SCHEDULE G 
NAME--------------------- S.S. No. ________ $IX MONTH PERIOD ENDING----
ADDRESS _______________ _ MARITAL STATUS IN CASE OF EMERGENCY 
NO. EXEMPTIONS ___ NOTIFY ________ RELATIONSHIP __ _ 
,PHONE __________ _ DATE HIRED PHONE 
POSITION NOTES _____________________________________ _ 
RATE OT RATE FROM TO 
Cl RCLE QUARTER 1ST 3RD 
PAY HOURS WORKED GROSS PAY WITHHOLDING 
NET CHECK PERIOD 
ENDED REG O.T. REG O.T. TOTAL FICA FED. STATE INS. PAY NO. 
i 
i 
' 
I 
1-- ''' --+-
I 
QUARTER TOTAL 
YEAR-TO-DATE TOTAL 
CIRCLE QUARTER 2ND 4TH 
I 
:, 
I 
QUARTER TOTAL 
YEAR TO DA T~ TOTAL 
0\ 
--.....1 00 
c.=-= 
EMPLOYEE TIME SHEET 
EMPLOYEE NAME 
DATE 
DAY 
TIME IN 
TIME OUT ' 
T IME IN 
TIME OUT 
T IME IN 
TIME OUT 
•TOTAL HOURS WORKED 
WORK DESCRIPTION ACCT. 
I 
~ 
"TOTAL HOURS WORKED 
NON -WORKED HOURS .VACATION 
-HOLI DAY 
·SI CK 
.OTHER 
TOTAL HOURS A CCOUNTED FOR 
REGULAR HOURS 
OVERTI ME HOU RS 
R EM ARKS: - - ------------------------------------ ---
. J.,, l --, 
-·-
SCHEDU L E H 
PERIOD ENDING - ----------
LINE 
TOTAL 
I 
- -
EMPLOYEES SIGNATURE 
-------------------------------------------SUPERVISOR'S SIGNATURE 
I 
t-' 
t-' 
\0 
I 
6/78 
PErWtASH VOUCHER SCHEDULE J 
DATE'---------------
DISBURSEMENT FOR: __________________________________ __ 
PAID TO'------------- AMOUNT'------------------
CHARGES 
ACCOUNT AMOUNT 
TOTAL 
SIGNED: 
RECIPIENT 
OF CASH' 
PETTY CASH 
CUSTODIAN' ----------------
RECEIVED FROM 
r-· 
6/78 
-123-
IN-KIND REGISTER 
_________________________ 19 ____ _ 
DESCRIPTION 
' I 
I 
: i 
I 
' 
I 
! 
SCHEDULE it 
EXPENSE 
ACCOUNT AMOUNT (DEBIT) 
I 
I 
I 
. 
I 
TOTAL 
"' 
----" 00 
' 
I 
' 
NO. 
ACCOUNT 
-LINE ITEM-
NAME MONTH 
TOTAL 
EXPENDITURE REPORT 
_______________________ 19 ____ __ 
MODALITY EXPENDITURE 
YEAR TO MONTH YEAR TO MONTH DATE DATE 
YEAR TO MONTH DATE 
SCHEDULEN 
PAGE 1 
TOTAL 
-
YEAR TO 
MONTH YEAR TO DATE DATE 
10 A CONTRACT MATCH 
OTHER MATCH 
NON MATCH 
-
I 
1-' 
N 
"' I 
~ 
w"' 
..JW 
;;)(!) 
' 0 .: 
: w Q. 
::r 
u 
en 
6i78 
w 
u 
" ::;) 
0 
"' C)
z 
i5 
z 
::;) 
u. 
-
I I I I 
-127-
I 
I 
I 
I I I I I I I -
"" ..._ 
" 00 
-
DESCRIPTION 
CASH BALANCE 
BEGINNING OF MONTH 
ADD-
RECEIPTS 
(PER CASH 
RECEIPTS JOURNAL) 
TOTAL 
FUNDS AVAILABLE 
LESS-
DISBURSEMENTS 
!PER EXPENDITURE REPORT) 
CASH BALANCE 
END OF MONTH 
---- ---- ----
FUND STATEMENT 
19 
FUNDING SOURCE 
TOTAL ' I CASH 
' 
-- ---L..--
I 
I 
I 
I 
SCHEDULE 0 
I 
,..... 
N 
00 
I 
-129-
Schedule P 
FINANCIAL ACTIVITY STATEMENT 
_______ 19 PERCENT OF YEAR 
ELAPSED ___ _ 
• 
ACTIVITY - ACTUAL ACTUAL OF 
ACCOUNT QUARTER YMK lU ilATE BUDGET BUDGET 
. 
I 
i 
I 
i 
I 
6/78 
"' 
-
_, 
00 ACCOUNT 
LINE ITEM NAME MATCH 
CASH 
TOTAL 
REIMBURSEMENT REQUEST 
~,-_. .•. . ....• . . . 
PERCENT AGE OF PERIOD TOTAL 
i-~. 
IDS.A CONTRACT 
EXPENDITURE REPORT 
•• 
ANNUAL BUDGET MONTH EXPENDITURES 
MA.TCH 
TOTAL MATCH MATCH IN-KINO IDSA CASH IN-ICINO IDSA 
>..:::::: 
TOTAL MATCH CASH 
. 
SCHEDULE ,l.o'·l 
Y.T.D. EXPENDITURES 
MATCH 
IN-KINO IDSA 
----
. 
--- ·-
TOTAL 
' ~ 
w 
0 
' 
PEACENTAGEOFBU~D_G_E_T~E~X~P~E~N~D~E~D ____ J_ __ ~c__l __ ~c_ __ l_ __ ~~-L--c=:= __ J_ __ -"---"----~--"--------L--------l--------L--------L--------L-------
ACCOUNT 
LINE ITEM NAME 
! 
I 
I 
I 
I 
TOTAL 
PERCENTAGE OF BUDGET EXPENDED: 
Month Y.T.D. ____ _ 
-131 
IDSA CONTRACT 
EXPENDITURE REPORT 
________________ 19 
ANNUAL BUDGET 
REIMBURSEMENT REQUEST 
schedule Q-2 
MONTH Y. T .D. 
EXPENDITURES EXPENDITURES 
--
- ---
-- --
State of Iowa 
Department of Substance Abuse 
Suite 230, Liberty Building 
418 Sixth Avenue 
-133-
Des Moines, Iowa 50319 
(515) 281-3641 
l.Applicant: (legal name, 
and telephone) 
address, 
4.Specify Basis: 
Cash0 Accrual 0 
J. I hereby attirm that the ~ntorma-
tion contained in this report does, 
to the best of my knowledge, re-
present the total Revenue and Ex-
penditures for the program and 
period specified. 
PROJECT EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR: 
Name 
Signature 
6. REVENUE REPORT: ANNUAL 
j 
BUDGET 
Deot. of Substance Abuse 
City Government I 
' (Itemize on attached) 
I NIAAA STAFFING-NIDA Poverty Grants StateLFederal-Not IDSA 
' Insurance I 
Carry-over Funds 
County Government 
(Itemize on attached) 
' 
In-Kind 
Food Stam12s 
Title XX 05%2 
:, 
Other 
~ 
,, TOTAL REVENUE 
' 
i 
6/78 
2. 
3. 
SCHEDULE S 
QUARTERLY FINANCIAL 
ACTIVITY REPORT 
Project Fiscal Period 
Ending Date of Fiscal 
Quarter 
FISCAL DIRECTOR: 
Name 
S~gnature 
BOARD OF DIRECTORS CHAIR-
PERSON OR PRESIDENT: 
Name 
Signature 
QUARTERLY YEAR-TO-DATE 
REVENUE REVENUE 
I 
I 
' 
7. EXPENDITURE REPORT 
Description 
Salaries: (itemize on 
attached) --~T=o~T~A~L~SALAR:tES-
Personnel Benefits: 
F.I.C.A. 
Workmans Comp. 
Unemployment 
Insurance 
Ret1.rement 
Other 
TOTAL BENEFITS 
Contract services,(detox 
professional services, 
equip. leases, etc.) List 
by type or individual 
TOTAL SERVICES 
Travel: 
In-State 
Out-of-State 
TOTAL TRA"'VE'I: 
Office Supplies 
Telephone 
Space Costs (attach 
description) 
Utilities 
Food 
Equipment 
Insurance 
Training 
Other (itemize) 
TOTAL OTHER 
TOTAL EXPENDITURES 
C../"70 
-134-
Annual 
Bud et 
Quarterly 
· Ex ehditures 
SCHEDULE 5 
Page - 2 -
Year-to-Date 
Ex enditures 
===J 
I 
8. Detail of City Government 
Revenue 
Name of City 
TOTAL CITY 
9. Detail of County Revenue 
Name of County 
TOTAL COUNTY 
10. Detail of Salaries 
Position Class 
TOTAL SALARIES 
-135-
No. of 
Positions 
REVENUE 
SCHEDULE S 
Page - 3 -
Quarter Year-to-date 
GROSS SALARY 
Quarter Year-to-Date 
-ACCOUNT 
-136-
BUDGET REVIS ION 
WORKPAPER 
BASIS FOR REVISION 
TOTAL 
Prepared by __________ __ 
6/78 
-40-
SCHEDULE 'f 
REVISION 
CURRENT PlCREASE PROPOSED-
AHOUNT (DECREASE AMOUNT 
Approval: 
Director ________ __ 
Board 
I Iotla Dapt. of Substance Abuse 
418 ··6TH AVENUE 
UBERTY BLDG. SUITE 230 
DF.S MOINES, IOWA 
(515) 281·3641 
-137-
COi\lTRACT BUDGET 
REVISION REQUEST 
APPLICANT: (NAME, MAILING ADDRESS, PROJECT TITLE: 
TELEPHONE) 
PROJECT PERIOD: 
SCHEDULE 1.t 
SIGNATURE OF PROJECT DIRECTOR & DATE: 
·-· - -- - -· 
--
... 
-· 
-
I. BUDGET LINE ITEM REVISION REQUESTED: 
c:i BUDGET LINE ITEM APPROVED AMOUNT 
AMT. OF CHANGE NEW REQUESTED TOTAL z REQUEST 
::;; DESCRIPTION CASH IN-KIND CASH IN·KIND CASH IN-KIND 
"' !:: MATCH MATCH IDSA MATCH MATCH IDSA M.~TCH MATCH IDSA. 
1 
2 
' 
-
3 
4 I 
5 .. ' 
---
6 
7 
--
8 -
9 I -~ 
10 
--
TOTAL 
II NARRATIVE REVISION REQUESTED (OR BUDGET REVISION EXPLANATION) 
1 
. 
2 
3 
-
4 
5 
6 
. 
7 
-
8 
-
9 
10 
-
Ill. PROJECT FUNDING SUMMORY AFTER REVISION- ATTACH PROPOSED BUDGET FOLLOWING REVISION 
IV. APPROVAL 
0 APPROVED 0 DISAPPROVED 
'EXPLANATION ATTACHED 
0 FURTHER INFORMATION 
REQUIRED' 
ATTACH ADDITIONAL SHEETS WHERE NEEDED 
COMPLETE AND SEND TWO SIGNED COPIES TO IDSA. 
6/78 
AUTHORIZED SIGNATURE 
